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devoted to the comfort and caprices of his street before us, and made the passage next: The most approved methods adopted by the
customers, that he consented,—and the fol- to impossible. While
WGG we_ hesib.ted,
’ '
a huge
Humane Society, in London, for the re
lowing day George took his fellow’s place fragment of the building heavei:d, ¿s if in a»
covery of persons apparently drowned ;
[From the New-England Farmer.]
■-USOi
upon the box, to wend his way to the capital, earthquake, and fortunatel.ly for us, fell inJAMES K. REMICH,
by which means upwards of one hundred
Qrt^ ¿4
DESTROYING
BUGS ON VINES.
His attention to the passengers, his prudence ' wards. The whole
’ scene of terror was then
cases in the course of one year, have hap
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
Mr. Fessenden,—The season is arw
in driving, and temperate habits, were the open.—The great Ampitheatre of Statilius
pily proved successful.
proaching when gardeners may have difficul
theme of conversation the whole distance.
Taurus had caught fire ; the stage with its
L In removing the body to a convenient
'Saleoithenii'
MiGom/œws
The same attentions which had first made inflammable furniture, was intensely blazing place, great care should be taken that it be ty m preserving their young cucumbers and
:e
him an object of interest to Mrs. B------ mark below. The flames were wheeling up, cir not bruised, nor shaked violently, nor roughly melons from being eat by the small yellow
laybe feiihi
From the American Traveller.
ed his conduct to the moment when he cal cle above circle, through the seventy thou bandied, nor carried over any one’s shoul- speckled bug.
A cheap and easy remedy, I accidentally
led, by her desire in the morning, to be the sand seats that rose from the ground to the .ders, with the head hanging down wards,mor
fearer of a letter to his employer.-—On open roofT I stood in unspeakable awe and won rolled upon the ground, nor over a barrel, discovered one evening, (a few years ago,)
TS2
DRIVES.
by
seeing them fly into the candle. The
ing it at his return the proprietor was highly der on the side of this colossal cavern, this
ratl0n <«a (!
Some time in the year 1821, passing through complimented for his politeness in consenting mighty temple of the city of fire. A t length nor lifted up by the heels: For experience next evening about dark, I built several light
remeev ' he town of
ot Athol in this Commonwealth,
Commonwealth an to spare George the day before, and closed a descending blast cleared away the smoke proves, that all these methods are injurious, blazing fires in my garden, and repeated
and often destroy the small remains of life.
teFZJccident occurred to the Stage-coachi in av. short iiMiuujt
them several evenings : they all disappeared
noteby u,
a present
of twenty
dollars, that covered the arena. The cause of those
pitacui vi
iwcuiy uvuarS,
The unfortunate object should be cau
Wtitla'
11’“ I* was comfortably dozing, which ren- r
^vhich
■
ten of.......................................................
which she desired might be given
horrid cries was now visiiflv. The wild tiously conyeyed in the arms oftyzo or more and I expect were burnt to death.
.2 1: necessary to take another team— | to George, for “ taking such excellent beasts kept for the games had broken om
Since that, if I see any of them in my gar
persons, or in a cat riage upon straw, lying, as
as a matter of course, a new driver—a I cave of the baggage.
their dens. Maddened by affright and pain, on a bed with the head a little raised, and den, I build a few evening fires, and receive*
lappy looking fellow, with rosy- cheeks, who > Two weeks,from
weeks from this time, George was lions, tigers, panthers, wolves, waole herds kept in as natural and easy a position as pos no damage from them ; indeed they appeal
to be nearly exterminated from the premises..
tiorbid r “■ o all appearance, was about twenty years of surprised to find a letter, directed to himself, of the monsters cf India and Africa,^ re en- sible.
^bigc.
The
passengers
having
congratulated
i
SAMUEL PRESTON.
a lostaiS!
the first he had retri
’
’ and’ from
"
'dived,
a lady closed in an impassible barrier ci fi v. They
II.
The body being well dried with a cloth,
“
‘
.hemselves
on
their
escape,
from
a
ve;
Stockport, Pa. May 19, 1828.
too. It was from Mr B——,.who informed bounded, they fought, they sesame
w
should be placed in a bed, or blanket proper
‘."Phicle so unsafe, were again beginning to [ him she had parch; ¡ed a carriage, for the tore; they ran howling round &
'.d
tsonsandk.
ly warmed : life t not too near a large fire,
’ -esign themselves to nodding slumbers, when i
[From the New England Farmer.}
s.l’mnierOhr’ determined .upon another change—-of po$i- - purpose- of journevi i more Leffurely,* and
-tfot.tks ¡e h:■; water hould be laid to the
as she knew ¡!,jjo <
SjL
.
.
bottoms of the ffot, in the joints of the knees I
Horticultural Improvement,
fe); and therefore, bv tf'.e pofoeness of the himself in th e mana)
only
and under the arm-pits ; and a warming pan '
al th tk Wriver, who checked the horses, mounted the ed him thirty dollars
rs a month,’be¡
parched jaws bathed in blood, die moderately heated, or hot bricks wrapped in ; Mr. I essenden,—In your last paper is p.
notice of an experiment by a fair Imrtrcultui anv tv ^30X at
be driver’s seat is al- ent of a travelling dress, to be he*’ 'oachmar raging. I looked anxiously to see whether any
Wfways a good one—and if the man at the rein 'This was too good an offer to be rejected, human being was involved in this feaifol ca cloths should be rubbed over the body, and I ralist, on the application of hot water to the
particularly
along
the
back.
The
natural
roots of peach trees. A similar application
Ve r liP’ s an obliging being, possessing withal a top- and although the proprietors were unwilling tastrophe. To my great relief' I could see
^F^Wgrephical knowledge of his route, a travel- to lose his valuable services, he had done so none. The keepers and attendants had ob and kindly warmth of a healthy person lying was made by me last year, at the suggestion
by
the
side
of
the
body,
particularly
that
of
of 1 rot. Nuttall, by whom I was informed
;
°i the foerm u st be a solitary, who does not love to much for the reputation of the line, they viously escaped. As I expressed my glad
a child, has been found in many cases very that it had been practised by a friend of his
naiaether«nfiew strange scenery, which is continually made the sacrifice for his good, and advised ness,
I was startled by a loud cry from my efficacious.
near
Philadelphia, for several years with
~dlLSG~. varying as he gazes.
him to accept immediately. In two days guide,- the first sound that I had beard him ut
The windows or doors of the room should great success. Although fearful of destroy-»'
I
i. . A little courtesy on my part, soon drew George took leave of his cronies, who envied ter. He pointed to the opposite side of die
t/(^^wLeorge into conversation. My first opinion his prospects, though they really loved him ampitheatre. Therg indeed sat an object of be kft open, and no more persons admitted ing my trees, I laid bare the roots and scald*
into it than those who are absolutely necessa
’uem; the trees received no injury, and
37 1-2 ;bat he was an intelligent, obliging young for
his excellent qualities of heart.
melancholy interest ; a man who had e ither ry, as the life of the patient greatly depends etít
are now in health.
*< / >
nan, was confirmedffoy a variety of circumHe had been in her ladyship’s service a- been unable to escape, or had determined to upon his having the benefit of the pure air.
I have extended the use of hot water to
'ieorfl:''e(Rjlttances. I ascertained that George, was an bout seven months, in various sections of the die. Escape was now impossible. He sat in
’the above¡sFrpban. .His father and mother both died in Union, when she began to waste away, till it desperate calmness on his funeral pile.-—He The shirt or clothes of an attendant or the beds, in which radishes and other vegetables
LIE—in \Ve]|si*ne season, leaving him at the helpless age was impossible to pursue her accustomed was a gigantic Ethiopian slave, entirely nak skin of a sheep fresh killed, may also be used are cultivated, scalding the earth before sow*
ing tb.c seed; by which means, 1 have de
Goodaletw0 years, without a farthing, to the mer- rides, from one town to another, any longer. ed. He had chosen his place as if in mocke with advantage.<
Should these accidents happen in the
the lai ya of many insects with
?r & Tufts4rT
those in whose hands he might fall,
It was a beautiful day, in the autumn of ry, on the imperial throne; the fire was neighbourhood of a warm bath, brew-house, stroyed
which a rich soil is apt to be replete.
and Boston iiF0W he had been taken care of, or by whom, 1822, that George drove up to the door of an above him & around him; and under tiffs tre
bake-house,
glass-house,
saltern,
soap-man

,
,
A SUBSCRIBER.
rincipal
that tender age, he could not tell; at least inn in the town of N——, in the southern mendous canopy he gazed, without the
Cambridge, May 27, 1828.
'le appeared unwilling. At the age of ten, part of Connecticut. His mistress was so movement of a muscle, on the combat of the ufactory, or any fabrick where warm lees,
ashes,
embers,
grains,
sand,
water,
¿kc.
can
ifter having passed through several families, feeble that she was with difficulty conveyed wild beasts below ; a solitary sovereign,
—— ------- gentleman placed him with an upright N. to a chamber. A physician whom George with the whole tremendous game played be easily procured, it would be very proper
For preserving Cucumbers.—them
¡rvnnyJ liEngland farmer, in the northern part of the procured immediately, ascertained that an for himself, and inaccessible to the powtr of to place the body in any of these, moderated in a tub, and pour upon them fresh water,
to a degree of heat, but very little exceeding
LvIltJJ S lltounty of Worcester, where he enjoyed the ulcer had broken in the lungs, which had man.
boiling hot ; pour the water off when cold,
that of a healthy person.
ershaving fo,.'.omnion advantages of a district school, and been long gathering, which put her in
HI. The body being placed in one or oth and repeat the process of scalding. After
i. Jonas CiatLoiled at the plough Sc the turf, till his nine- imminent danger. Instead of being alarmed,
er of these advantageous circumstances as the water is cold and poured off the second
>untyofYork,fe'eenth year. His reputation for honesty, so- with true Christian fortitude she sent for an
speedy as possible, various stimulating means time, pour upon them boiling vinegar, and
STYLE OF DRESS, Sic.
examinethcipricty, and faithfulness, induced a stage pro- attorney to assist in arranging her papers.
next be employed. The most effica let the whole remain for after use ; when the
>f the estaleoi foietor in a neighboring town, to give him George was constantly devoted to her, and
Spring has a mighty influence Qver buds shouldare,
will be found fine, crispy, and of
blowing with force into the lungs, cucumbers
MS
as a driver, his constitution be- showed that he felt more alarmed for her, and belles. Look at the fields of brew-Jersey cious
the*finest green.
ng evidently enfeebled by the constant fa-’ than she did for herself.—When the lawyer or Long Island. How prettily they begin to by applying the mouth to that of the patient,
; closing at the same time his nostrils with one
“eSS>S«eS of a ¿rm. His master, perfectly conhad completed his labors, Mrs. B—— called dress themselves in their gayest native hues, j; hand, and gently expelling the air again by
Refnarks of a Countryman
iitors t» bri»Jinced,?f the. necessity of his pursuing a dif- George into her room. She informed him We hate sentiment, it belongs exclusively to I pressing the chest with the other, imitating
The discovery of soap suds, as a manure,
thereforemw‘erentltne Oi busmess, with great kindness of that she felt the cold chill of death upon her, blue stockings, otherwise much more could|' the strong breathing of a healthy person ;
attend that
went thirteen miles to assure the pro “ but,* said she, “ George, don’t be afflicted be said of fields and and roses and fine s,ce»e- j! the medium of a handkerchief or cloth may is worthy of the consideration of agricultur
James wlsrietor that George’s character was without at the loss. Providence has given me the ry.—But the belles of Broadway—how de- [
be used to render the operation less indeli alists generally. In addition to the applica
st Saturdayofj1 blemish.
means and the disposition to reward merit. lightful they look in the present month. cate. Throwing the smoke of tobacco up tions of oil, pointed out by Mr. Falconer, I
iext from'hi Vvhen 1 was in the stage, George had been I know yoeare without kindred, almost with Their style of dress is splendid beyond all for the fundament into the bowels, by means of a have used it with some success in the preser
th of saiddm sneyear on the line—and, as I afterwards out friends—in a wide world, exposed to a vari mer example. About an age ago (that is two pipe or fumigator, such as are used in ad- vation of cucumber vines from the bugs which
jOSgp^learned.had secured the friendship of all the ety of afflictions. Your character fdr faith long years,) the flounces shrunk into the nar- j! ministering Clysters ; a pair of bellows may are detrimental to them. I also think that
WM Sll!iPrnPrietors’an^tiie esfoem of every stranger fulness first interested me in your behalf rowest dimensions. A complete re-action be employed until the other can be procured; water and muskmelon vines might be pre-»
Id 1828.
which chance brought to his coach. There and experience has abundantly demonstrat has now taken place. They have swel -—rubbing the belly, chest, back, and arms, served from the bugs by a timely application
was an elderly lady on the back lieat, to ed your natural goodness of disposition. 1 led to an astonishing longitude. From the with a coarse cloth, or dry salt, so as not to of suds. The advantages of it are not suffi
1 iwhom I related George’s story, when I re- am alone in the world. My husband, Col. level of the bewitching little foot they rise rub off the skin ; or with a flannel dipped in ciently known. Future experiments, I am
/^OlM^umed my former place. This was a Mrs. B----- , an Englishman by birth, died seven- upwards to an immeasurable altitude. But .1 brandy, rum, or gin-.-—Applying spirits of disposed to believe, will stamp a value on it
great isaprxivemeat or disunj
of
whose home was in Porto Rico. She ' teei?
a?'». leavinsf G m* entire disposal! ttas*8R«m, vokvbih: salts, or any" other stimu far beyond what we at present conceive or
■tfAWrifiad been over various sections of the United an immense property in the West Indies. the present year, howex er, is the .»< .id dress. lating substance to the nostrils, and rubbing anticipate.
T UT^tates, m the vain hope of recovering her But as I have neither children or other rela On this section of the female creation, gen them upon the temples frequently ; tickling
ood New ^health. Such was her interest in George tives, and as 1 have sought in vai^, the last ius, invention, extravagance and eccentricity the throat with a feather, so as to excite a pro
From the Connecticut Courant.
. from my account of him that, when we ar- ten years of my life, to find an heir in his have exhausted themselves. We pronounce pensity to vomit; and the nostrils also with
A practical farmer—whose livelihood de
New Orleaiwrjve(j at Lancaster, a plqasant town thirty- family, I now, by these papers, leave all I without hesitation, that the female dress, an a feather, snuff or any other stimulant, so as
ir.
_
..
„
. ,
.
.
his calling—should make it the
five miles from Boston, the end of his route, have both here and in the West Indies, to no domini eighteen hundred and twenty. to provoke sneezing. The body should at in pends upon
of his worldly ambition to excel in
uur;
that she presented him with a silk pocket you—-and recollect, you arc only a steward eight and one half, is the chef d'ouvre of tervals be shaken also, and varied in its posi pinnacle
it.. It he neglects his farm for almost any
lOil
handkerchief, in ©ne corner of which was a under Providence, and while you are faithful, splendor, eccentricity, elegance, and effect. tion.
thing else, he is generally a loser both in in
dollar, in consideration, she said, of his temperate, and honest, it will conduce to It is prodigiously fine—even approaching to
IV. If there be any signs of returning life, terest and credit. Solomon, the wisest obser
grandness. We talk of walking dresses a- such as sighing, gasping, twitchings, or any
“carefulness with her baggage.” George your happiness and respectability.”
ver of men and things, tells us of his disgust
ar Lead; was.sensibly affected at her kindness—assur
Before night this benevolent woman was a lone.
other convulsive motions, beating of the at the sight of a slovenly farmer.—“ I went
orn ;
ed her he did not merit it as a present, for he corpse. It is unnecessary to detail all the
The ladies of Broadway appear also to have heart, the return of the natural colour and by the field of the slothful-—and lo, it was all
had done no more than his duty, and the circumstances of the funeral, and astonish; assumed a perfectly novel style of walking. warmth, a spoonful of warm water may be grown over with thorns, and nettles had cov
same he did for every one. “ Well,” said ment of the good people of N----- . George This is the age of steam boats. Who has not administered, in order to learn whether the ered the face thereof, and the stone wall was
l
Mrs. B——, “ always take care of the bag- visited Porto Rico, and took possession of travelled in one of these splendid machines ? power of swallowing be returned ; if it be, a all broken down.” Owner, where art thou ?
)0d WWgage, and you will be.prospered.
his estates, more ample than he could Who has not felt th,e peculiarity of their spoonful or two of warm wine, or brandy and Perhaps dozing away thy time in slumber
May 15th,® bowed respectfully, and the new coach, in have anticipated.
Two years after, on movement through the water ? The style of water, may be given with advantage; but and sloth ; or spending it at the tavern : or
------—-- which we were located, drove from the door. a return to the United States, he married an the walking in Broadway has a resemblance not before, as the liquor might otherwise get perhaps dreaming of promotion, or engaged
" "OTII-^ur next dHver was a bloated faced, short, affectionate little farmer’s daughter, whom to the steam boat tread. It is an alternate into the lungs. One or other of the above in the business of some petty office. Better
L
swaggering, swearing, wh.ip^cracking Jehu, he fondly loved while a driver, who was pa movement of the right and left shoulder—the methods should be persevered in, until the mind thy own proper business; else shall
( who ran his horses one moment, and d——d tiently waiting to have her George lay up a line of motion rising perpendicularly from patient be restored.
thy poverty come as an armed man.” A
.
them for not trotting the next. The con- few hundred dollars,.to begin the world.with the nadir to the zenith. There is no place
We have been as circumstantial as possi farmer, on the other hand, who keeps his
t a discotiDll« trast betwixt him and.George was so appa- —hoping he would some time become a pro on this continent half so fast^ting as Broad ble in the above directions, that if one con- land and his stock in excellent order need
rs exclaimed that he prietor.
way is, in a summer afternoon, when the dust veniency should be wanting, the attendants not be ashamed even were Solomon himself
FCK BANK rent, that the passenger"
unfit to manage a rein—-a moment more,
George G---- — is. now one of the most is laid, the sky clear, and the sun shaded by may not be at a loss for others.
T. Warr$; was
passing by. Every passing traveller no
by his unskilfuluess or partial intoxication, wealthy, respectable, and benevolent gentle a handfufof clouds.—Boston, Baltimore, Phil
Where the pafient has lain but a short sooner casts his eyes o /ec such a farm than
uantity of
we never could determine which, the horses men in Porto Rico—a pattern for husbands adelphia—they ought not to be named in the time senseless, blowing into the lungs or bow he honors the proprietor in his heart. The
'LOUR sprung from the road, and carriage, passen and a model for ail who desire to be faithful same breath. Even the splendid capital els has been in some cases, found sufficient; proprietor,moreover, is sure to receive for
rCOW gers and baggage were thrown in chaos down and honest.—Over the door of his dining with elongated avenues adorned with pop yet ’¿.spxedy recovery is not to be expected his pains, something that is more solid than
a precipice of fifteen or twenty fedt. 1 have room are painted these words, for the con lars and a thousand hacks and grinning in general. The above methods are there plain honor. A comfortable, decent liveli
K.
not leisure for describing this scene. It was templation of servants and visiters:—
black drivers, ought not to be compared to fore to be continued with spirit for zwo hours hood, for which he is indebted to Him only
soon ascertained, however, that Mrs. B----—
Broadway. The beauties of Washington or upwards, although there be not the least whose is the earth and the fulness thereof.
“ Take care of the baggage. ”
was badly injured. One of the horses was
during the court season, are generally a cou symptoms of returning life.
It; is not the abundance of land, but the
immediately
detached
from
the
fragments,
ple
of years behind New-York intije style of
The vulgar notion that a person will re thorough and skilful cultivation of it, that
otice on which 1' rode, without a bridle, back to Destruction of a Theatre at Rome.
their dress. It is only in this latitude, where cover in a few minutes, or not at all, and the fills the barn with hay, the cribs with corn
that the S* the village for a physician. As I knew .no
Rome was an ocean of flame. Heighth can be found novelty, splendor, taste, fashion ignorant, foolish ridiculing those who are
and the mansion house with plenty. For
the Waste Ji one but George, and thinking
.. ..........
_____ !■ and depth were covered with red surges, that and uniformity, united. But the bonnet—we willing to persevere, as if they were attempt one to crave a larger farm than he can culti
so ogoodoadriving theert* er was probably’now taking "as good care of ( rolled before the blast like an endless tide,
had almost forgot the bonnet. They call ing impossibilities, have most certainly caus vate to profit, is therefore an expensive fol
his place, ano his'horses as he had of his charge before we | The billows burst up the sides of the hills, them Navarinos, French cottage, gipsies, and ed the death of many who might otherwise
ly : for whatever a neglected field is worth,
iv chips Û'« J left hinq I rode to the stable door*, and to my i which they turned into instant volcanoes, ex every other popular name that can be press have been saved.
the interest of the capital, together with
7 JOHN ¡I
horses. It ¡ ploding volumes of smoke and fire; then ed into the service. And then their peculiar
great joy found him washing the horses,
Most of the above means are happily of yearly taxes will at length eat the field up.
the
depths
in
a
hundred
•;
he'plmging
into
was unnecessary to relate the disaster;
position is singular. They are perked upon such a nature that they may be begun imme
.en eli mbed an d ccnsu ro the very top of the head. They are not on a diately, and that by persons who are not ac
anticipated"m
___ d —’,/ words, and. in““ ten minutes ; glowing catai lCt|
. doctor
.
-r bis nfleetest
—.—*-1 ed again. '1 e c
nt sou nds of t ne city in level with the earth but form a variation of quainted with the immediate art; yet it is
mounted. the
on one of
Expansive force of Steam,
■£ to 1the soul,. The air fifteen degrees. And then their breadth—so always ad useable to seek the assistance of
nags, and followed him on another. On ex hcr convulsif is
.eifoy
s
le
advanc

A
circumstance
lately occurred, rather qf a
was
filled'
;
w
ii
‘
oar
of
tl
amination,
the
right
arm
of
Mrs.
B
-----was
great is their dimension that wading arm in some regular Fractitioner as soon as possi
> having
s of the MH found to be badly fractured. She was taken ing flame the era: cf fadimg hous«es, and the arm is impossible and unfeiffiianai —A de 4. ble, as it is to be presumed that such a -one singular nature, which strongly illustrates the
d-s flyin;g through
will be more skUfUi and expert, and belter powerful effects of steam. A strong stone
mpportofallM to the nearest dwelling, where the limb was hideouso tcry oft'
and ptirishing in
able to vary the methods of procedure, as cir i bottle, half filled with water, and tightly
wn for the cw splintered ; and ifi the mean lime, Gorge t-he stree s, or sui ended
*
*
corked, was placed by a girl in an oven and
assisted the careless dog who caused the the confit _^ration.
r forbids <>M
To a fond and confiding girl, few hours in cumstances may require.
All wasTaln
rient s truggle, and helpThe Society find it necessary to inform forgotten. The water of course began to be
ny of said M whole mischief, to regulate his affairs; re
life
are
so
full
of
buoyancy
and
hope,
cf
kind

those persons»! harness, re^pack, retreat, &c. lit the course less death. Men and women ofxhe highest ness and affection as those of courtship ; and Practitioners in general, that several cases converted into steam (by the heat of the ov
1 agreements^ of two hours, the carriage, which had rec eiv rank, were on foot, trap)pled by the rabble that- few, it may truly be said, are so important to have fallen under their observation, in which en,) which burst the bottle, and was so ex
pansive as to drive the oven door, which was
had then lost all resjfèct of conditions. One
) as I shall pP ed no material damage, was again under dense mass of miserable life, irresistible from her future welfare and happiness. In her early bleeding lias been productive of perni of cast iron, from its hinges, against the kitch
way, with the loss of one passenger.—Recol-_
cious and even fatal effects. They are there
lover
she
too
often
sees
all
that
js
worthy
and
his diitLri lectmg the lady’s injunction, i ¿We
en wall, with such violence, that it was brok
of its weight,
by thenarrow
streets
take care oj
..crushed
.. ...... --------------------; . ------ns litW the
respectable in man ; the ardor of her .affec fore of opinion that the opening of a vessel
baggage ’ George carefully cone eyed her and scorched by the flames over their heads tion softens tile most offensive traits of his should not be placed among the common en into several pieces. The oven Itself, tho*
persons^ trunksand band-boxes to the hotel, where ; rolled through the gates like an endless character, and obliterates all minor failings : methods of treatment, or such as are always of considerable weight, was carried from its
seat, blew out both the kitchen windows, and
j Martha they were placed in a safe depository. Bev- stream of* black lava,
Whatever she may have collected in poet applicable, although it may sometimes be tore down the fire-place. Several children
*
*
*
successfully employed to remove subsequent
’on account’ era! weeks elapsed before Mrs. B—---- was*!
ry
is
brought
in
aid
of
her
imagination,
which
i were playing in the kitchen, but they fortu
The
-------fire had originally broken out upon
,
senses or®* again able to pursue her journey towards the :
pictures in the most glowing co’ors, the char symptoms of an inflammatory nature.
metropolis Whenever Georee had leisure the palatine, aud hot smokes that Wrapped acter cf a husband ; and her affection per
The Society think it proper to observe, nately escaped injary.—Eng. paper.
us, hung thick as nicht
night nnnn
upon
from thefconstant routine of business, he cal- and
—' half blinded ...
suades her that in her lover she has found a that most of the above means of restoration
827.
.
led to enquire how she recovered,—-and as the wrecks of pavilions and palaces ; but the perfect representative cf the ideal picture. are applicable to various other cases of appa
The Restorative.—R quack doctor putting
often as he made .these little visits oi atten-: dexterity and knowledge of my inexplicable
rent deaths ; whether from hanging, appoIn dream s of confidence in the prudence of pleptive and convulsive fits, cold, suffocation, up at a country town, distributed bills ation, was made the bearer of some message ; guide carried us on. It was in vain that I in
mongst
the inhabitants, extolling a “specific
to the doctor, the clergyman and apotheca- j sisted upon knowing the purpose of this ter her choice and delightful anticipations of suc by damps, or noxious vapours proceeding restorative,” which he affirmed was never
ceeding*
years
of
affection
and
happiness
—
she
rible
traverse.
He
pressed
his
hand
on
his
ry, for which he would never accept an of- 1
from coal mines, the confined air of wells, equalled. The bills were headed, “ a cure
:hehM;* fered payment. At length the time arrived heart in reassurance of his fidelity, and still is led to thè alter ; and bow often, alas ! does cisterns; caves, or the must of fermenting li for all disorders.”—In the ensuing night, he
one
short
year
bring
home
to
her
aching
bor
__
’
.
We
now
passed
under
the
was awoke with a furious and incessant
yfcrJ«* when the physician consented to her leaving , spurred^ on.
som the,sad reality of the falsity and empti quors.
irsi«*! town. Such was her confidence and regard ; shade of an immense range of lofty buildings ness of her hopes of all mutual love, tender
knocking at the door; not knowing what to
for George, that she interceded with a pro- whose gloomy and solid strength seemed to
Diversity of Mankind.—There are now think, he got up in his shirt opened the win
ios. a y prietor to give him permission to drive to: bid defiance to chance and time.. A sudden assiduity and lasting affection» Yesterday, 800,000,000
of human beings on the earth - dow, and putting his head out observed a
Boston, as she could never consent to be left, yell
’
-appalled me. A
A ring of fire swept round the lover was all attention, and love marked there have been more thana million times ragged looking fello w.—“ What do you want
its summit ;—burning cordage, sheets of can every action : to-day ,the husband is cold,
at
the
mercy
of
the
author
of
her
late
mis;
this time a night ?” inquired the shivering
imeni of fortune. The request served to raise George i vass, and a shower of all things combustible distant and neglectful—-preferring the com that number in the world, and as many more . at
may yet exist; and there never have been, quack. “ Oh doctor !” answered the fellow,
above
An
still higher in the estimation of the proprie- jflew
..... intothe
....--------air ----- - our
—- -heads.
-............
, up* pany of worthless and dissipated to that'of are not now, nor will there ever be, any two “ the specific! a bottle of the restorative spe
tor who felt himself so much flattered by j roar followed, unlike tnat I had ever heard, her, who but a few days since, he flattered of that innumerable multitude exactly alike. cific
for there’s a riotous disturbance ia
the’ladv’s partiality, and partly to,oblfge her,! a hideous mixture of howls, shrieks, and himself was dearer to him than all the world
' the town, and I wautfo^weZ^ the disorder.
Gterdincr
Chron.
beside.
*
*
*
*
.
*
*
and partly to have it understood that lie Was I groans. The flames rolled down the narrow
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In a debate in the French Chambers of
HOHN. BAKER/. .
Deputies on the 13th of May, the Minister
The Quebec Gazette has the following reof Marine remarked that the peace of Europe marksmn the late decision in the case of Ba
would not long Be interrupted.
ker.
Up to the 5th May no intelligence had been
The author Mesreff New Brunswick still ap
received at Vienna, of the Russians having pear' to us to have been precipitate in the trial
crossed the Pruth,
of Baker; they have not been “prudent.” Ba
The following intelligence from Smyrna is ker is an American citizen ; he alleges, and >
of the 3d ult
“ We understand that such the contrary has not been shewn, that he
vessels, coming from Alexandria, ascannpt held the title deeds of his land from the State
prove that they are solely destined to take of Maine ; his plea of American citizenship
on board Ibrahim’s troops, to cany them must have been known some months before
back to Egypt, .are no longer allowed tn touch the trial, probably on the finding of the indict
at the .Mocea, . The. French and English ment. He had certainly recovered, and been
Admirals, in conjunction with Count Capo shed in the New-Bruns,wick Courts; but it
d’lstria, have gix en orders for the blockade was the only possible way he had to transact
of all ports ottipe Peninsula occupied. by the business ; it wa s what every American citi
Turks and the Egyptians.”
zen does in Quebec, under similar circum
A pri vate letter of the 28th ult. from Leg stances; that did not affect his citizenship.
horn, says ; “ several vessels, have arrived at In ordinary civil and criminal actions, New
this port from Malta.in 7 days. The Russian Brunswick, exercising an ancient and exclu
squadron, consisting'of four ships of the line, sive jurisdiction. would have been justified in
thrde frigates'and a brigysailed from Malta- punishing Baker, but his offence was very
on the 16th icst. for the Archipelago, where difi-tent from ovduiary criminal offences ; it
four other Russian brigs have been cruising L..i?ched the matter of a pending negotiation,
forsome time. The English squadron was .refected political. considerations, and the inter
shortly to follow that of Russia, /kt Malta it ests of the Empire. It is on this account
is rumored that in the course of the summer that the New Brunswick authorities ought to
a Russian fleet of sixteen armed vessels will have reflected:, and under tlie excitement of
arrive in the Baltic.”
the neighboring State of Maine, these con
A letter from Bayonne says, “ We are as siderations would have suggested themselves
sured that according to a new arrangement to all persons .but such as were determined to
between France and Spain, the fortresses of vof hominal jurisdiction and
Jacca, Seu d’Urgel, and Cadiz are to be e- i- levy ^trifling tme,cud Inflict an imprisonment
vacuated. The Courier who was the bearer for a petty 1 .rceny, in the case of an offeno',
of this intelligence, arrived at Bayonne on where, if jurist! ction was exercised, it ought
th&Sth inst. with despatches for the King at to have been exercised entire, and attended
Saragossa, and others for Madrid and Cadiz.” with capital conviction.
Extract of a letter from Toulon, May 6: — Baker, who infringed the claims of both par
“ There áre now in the Mediterranean 87 ties, ought to have been punished. He was
ships of war of all descriptions, without count in tiie custody of New Brunswick : that
ing schooners, viz : 6 vessels of the line, (9 ptovince might have informed Great Britain
frigates, 22 .corvettes, 9 ammunition.vessels, and the United States of his crime, and Mr.
and 34 brigs. The companies of these ves Barrel’s report warranted mo$t certain ex
sels amount in all to 17,000 men. The am pectations that the United States, and even
munition brig Vesuve sails tomorrow for Maine, would have agreed to get him pun
Mahon, with 40,000 rations of provisions, ished ; how a fair trial might have been had
and will bring Lack Rear Admiral Collet, is a matter -/f easy arrangement. At any
whose health lias suffered severely for twelve rate such an application had all the grace of
months past, during the time he ha^ been a concession and of a feeling of honorable
stationed before Algiers.”
dealing, while the custody of Baker’s person,
would nave ensured to Great Britain his pun
ishment in case of failure. We say again
ZiTLiZZL,-—The ship Timoleon, at New- that it was net “ prudent” and we might call
Bedford, brings advices from Rio Janeiro to it imprudent for a Province least of all cal
May 8. The Emperoy, in his" speech at the culated, oy its strong interest in the case and
opening of the Legislative Assembly, states, □y the warmth of its feelings, for acting just
that he had completed the act of his abdica ly, to involve the Empire in a new difficulty,
tion of the Portuguese crown. Negotiations which under the other numerous ahd intri
were pending between Buenos Ayres and
subjects of difference might bring about
Brazil i o effect a peace; andThe Emperor cate
most serious consequences. We shall
states that if the latter nation does not acqui the
esce in the liberal offers made, the war shall probably find hereafter that the conduct of
New-Brunswick will be condemned both by
be prosecuted with redoubled energy.
Great Britain and the United States.

The National Journal, in publishing the
correspondence between the Baron Krudener
and Mr. Clay, on the subject of claims of our
citizens upon Russia, remarks:—Though the
assiduity of the Administration in obtaining
satisfaction from foreign Governments.for in
juries sustained by our citizens, has not hith
erto been universally successful, that satis
faction will not, we trust, be much longer pro
crastinated. The payment of $1,200,000 by
Great Britain ; that of about $1,000,000 which
the Danish Government has recently made in
discharge of a portion of American claims on
it ; apd the payment now directed by, the
Emperor of Russia ; are encouraging omens
that every other Government on which our
countrymen have claims, will at length fulfil
the hopes which have been so long deferred.

One Hundred Dollars Premium for a. 1
Hutter.
A number among the most respectabl ■
i^ns of Boston and its vicinity h'avinTT
'
scribed and paid over to the treasurfnk
Massachusetts Society for promo/inrCj lf^^
culture, a sum of one hundred dolba^ t I PoiSQN
Poison
cmirage improvement in the quality ofBl2'Lerai ir
offered for sale m the Boston .¿r Zf Lir
Trustees of the Society, in coinpIianJ'■i;1^
1
the request of the cor.tributors/vi|j /riqiien^^
this liberal premiu m of one hundred
”
to the person who shall exhibit the best
ter,
thmx hundred

^erofelb
Tuesday tire 14th day of October
day previous to the Cattle Show.)
¡the river
petition will not be confined to personsrik' tacnce ol
in this Commonwealth, blit will be ones ■
DISTRICT ELECTORS.
Adams gaining ground in Georgia.—A the citizens of all the New-EnglandStit ° " Wean
gentleman
of
this
city
has
politely
favored
us
To entitle any parcel tn tlie prj/i ?d with
JOSEPH PRIME, for York District.
with the perusal of several letters recently must have been manufactured between l ¡Clams ar
LEVI. HUBBARD, for Oxford.
received from a gentleman'in the up-country J first day of June inst. and thtfifieenUi d: 1
JOSEPH SOUTHWICK,/»?» Kennebec.
By these letters we learn that a “ re-action' September, of which fact a wnttenrfeiV months i
EBE NEZ ER FARLEY,/or Lincoln.
is rapidly gaining ground in this State in fa tion, under oath, % ill be required. The'J Hhose ab<
vor of the present administration.” One of. erence will be given to that parcel wldcffl Lciir sei
ELIAS THOMAS, for Cumberland.
the writers declares distinctly that his “ po been longest made, provided it is of a qua£
JOHN MOOR,/?rSo?nersci dy Penobscot.
litical crèed and that of his constituents has not inferior to any other. The jud?ihJ twenty 0
been changed in consequence of the unquali the Committee in- making their awards any teas
fied Sc unmerited abuse they have seen ’leap be influenced by any appearance of partit»
EXECUTIVE APPOIN TMENTS.
ed upon the chief magistrate of the U. States lar attention to cleanliness and nicety in g Light
The editors in opposition have contrived
by many of the Jackson presses ; and the manner of putting’np tb e- Butter
j
to frame an argument on this topic which
shameful attack on the President’s son by a
As a further en-coii ■ngement to c,Q1W ¡ng the si
they think altogether unanswerable. “ A
Jackson editor, has contributed greatly to j
of
1 be afforded on IVti Store
!
specie» of corruption is resorted to,” says one
confirm them in the opinion that their apes- i nesday, the da
RVelM
Cattle
Show,
^3
cj them, “
purchase u;4 retain active sup
tacy is justifiable and correct.
: auction at Rrigli’JHiu. Ji'
their Butter j
porters of the present* Cabinet.” Mark thé
Without exper.
■words : '‘purchase or retain C anid mark the
(J£L Po’
the most liben
may
use made of them. When Mr. Poinsett, who
The Times,—is .m undoubted fact that good butter
g a subject
. . of
... J
W1V1
voted for Gen. Jackson was nominated minis
the times are getting better, and that in complaint that prime batter, except iO ¿entriti
ter to Mexico ; when. Mr. Gailatin, whose
New-York money is beginning to circulate quantities, is rarely in Boston market, while Thee'
name at one time appeared on the same tick
with more freedom—-And the reasons are it is well known that in other cities, and Mr.
et with Mr. Crawford’s was appointed min
Ley to i
obvious. No great remittances to England ticularly Philadelphia, the fhaiket is
'
ister to England : ’when, more recently, the
are
making
for goods for (he fall sales. The ly and abundantly supplied with butter of Q,tPtove st£
same’gentleman, together with Mr. Preble,
high premium for bills has begun to draw finest Savour, put up m the nicest manner. [Mr. Got
has lonsr been considered the efficient
specie from the Spanish main, and even from
The State premiums for the sameaniitdescei
In7ad c f th e Jack 1 party in Maine, were (
Europe into our ports. Produce maintains a ; will bo Awarded as usual at the same time,
for settling the North
ÏHominiRed agen
to the 4
healthy rate, and cotton is getting up to the
Application to enter for the preipiunid
in all these cases it has
E astel B oundai
prices of 1824. Stocks are rising dally, as one hundred dollars muslbe nurietoni15
bi?en ir ist a itly sai M Adams’ only object
may be seen by the quotations. Nov/ what is than Win ship, Esq. resting at Bridti»peen att
active supporters.”
w as to pu chase.
there to prevent a re-action to the late on or before Monday the 13th’day of Octol® Pope
“ ’he‘
¡en he appointed Mr.
On t he ither h
pressure? We predict that the banks will
.t Manistei
Spain, Mr. Sergeant to
E
RICHARD SULLIVYNjCcrandte arm, do;
circulate
their
bills
without
fear
of
a
drain.
GORHAM PARSONS, C oft?
T
Porter, (the author of
and
Real estate will rise and money will be plen
E. II. DERBY,
5 T,w floor, th
report in 1812, and
te c cleb rated
ty.
—
Albany
Paper.
,shiverin;
of the Committee on
hair ril cì Ì i Hi at j
June, 1828.
retary of War, then
ore : g
Y flairs,
ffy*Printers of newspapers in the several Bceaded
The following very proper remark is made
w as it his sol. pu
0 “ retain activ.e supNew England States are requested toinsetl came in
by
the
U.
S.
Secretary
of
State
in
a
letter
to
P orter
down bj
our Charge d’Affaires at Brazil. “ It is the abov e.'
ru rch ase or1
” if ap opponent, “ he
the
more
incumbent
on
the
President
to
be
eda pa
r. Adams purchases
nee” a
h 18- III
guarded in throwing out warlike menaces,
CONCORD, (n, H.j JUNE-21 Ip05*’ s^‘
s. entitled-lo reward, and
fa friend
h
because the Constitution, having wisely con
The Legislature closed its session oh leaning
sbestc
t. W hether the former
N ir.A
fided to Congress alone the power of declar fortnight, on Ihursday morning last, and J thp fOl
ippos itio 1 be nc s degrading to the “ acing war, it cannot be known, in all cases, be journed to meet again the 19th Nov. Am
n
: their own party, who
ti ve s< ipp< H’ters.
forehand, that the denunciation /will be cer the most important of the public acts, yhi| Post’
office by Mr. Adams, as
ave b een called
tainly
followed
by
the
commencement
of
hos

have been passed, may be classed the« both his
o hin , w<s s ub IT to the good sense of the
tilities.”
jtl ÜVÍ N, Vi ’ho tht alk, if any they have.
changing the mode of collecting taxes« ing thr
lands apd buildings of non-residents~w^
Meantime we enter a decitled jjrotest aExtract of a letter to a gentleman in this for sales in which cases, in default of pav|ffa
gainstthis base calumniating of out* public
CIRCULAR TO POSTMASTERS.
At tention will now be directed to Turkey,
city, from one of the most intelligent and res ment, are not hereinafter, or rather this yd bu’ldini
jnen, and of our national character. ..it was since
war has been formally declared, Post Office Department, June 1 0/7?, 1828.
pectable men in New-Orleans, dated May required to be inserted in the public nerf "
truly said in Congress, “ that any man might and acts of hostility and inv asion commenced.
The Postmaster General has lately receiv 31, 1828. The fullest reliance may be plac- pers ;—and the Act prescribing the modei Capt
accept office with honor under the present i The
and an
urks
will
probably
snon
re:
.
ze
how
ed,
’
with
regret,
fre;
-cent
compiciints
of
the
ed in the views of the writer.
Bos. Pat.
administration, and foul scorn rest on the fatally they have overrated the timidity and.
choosing the Electors of President awl Vi®
miscarriage oi newspapers forwarded in the
persons
men who, with parricidal rage, proclaim to |
The famous entree on the 8th of January President, which differs from the old lad
pusillanimity of the Christian Powers, how mail. In many instances, the causes of these
not confining the Legislature, in case ofan by the 1
tbe world tn;.t the role,;s to wl.o.n a Urge __-------------beei,..tbeir
trift?.
last,
if
it
foreboded
any
thing,
was
an
ill
omen
.Eliig
and
contemptuous
majority ci twelve millions of freemen look treatment of them, and how rapid have been complaints are believed to exist in the print for the “ Heroites.” It excited nô more at cancy in the electoral Board, to a di«® We
up with confidence, may be bought and sold, the improvements of Russia in numbers, ing officesMhe papers have not been care tention than à military parade of the same from the highest unsuccessful candiW
fully put up and plainly directed. But it is
imd are themselves buyers and sellers !
voted for by the people. This is to givelk years 1
power and discipline, since they have feared, that, at some of the Post offices there magnitude would do at any other time, and weight
childre
But “ Andrew Jackson will never stoop to wealth,
of the State to the majority.
as the “ Hero” walked along the streets, not
had
the
opportunity
to
measure
strength
with
may
have
been
remissness
in
not
having
put
such policy.” We have long been persuaded them.
We
a shout of welcome, not a wave of the hat, or
new
envelopes
on
newspaper
packages,
I
he would do v/hat he could to avoid it: for if
a handkerchief, answered his obsequious
a
It
appears
to
be
the
concurrent
opinion
of
where
the
old
ones
had
become
much
worn
The Wiscasset Citizen contains a com® Mr.
s.ucceshft.1, h«sk would have no Cabinet, no writers in Europe, that when the forcesofthe
and defaced, and sometimes in having failed bows to the gazers whom curiosity, and not nication from the Hon. Josiah Stebbinsd v'/eils’
Congress, no aid. Lipitet or; high Olympus, two nations are once compa». m , the inforfor ¡’ •.ogivr
admiration,
as
their
conduct
proved,
brought
tW '¿r'jper direction to the packets.
Aina, in which he declines being a candid# day lai
could not be more uncontrolled. But we did ity of the Mahomedans in numbers and spir To delay
the delivery of a newspaper, is to the windows and galleries. How differ for the Senate, and goes much at length to
not expect so impolitic a confession from his it, as well as tactics, will be sc\great as to made a serious
ent, 1 could not help thinking, from the visit
ml dai
offence
by
the
Post
Office
neither
partisans, If they insist,
; " "that
v‘ "Lhe will
'
of Lafayette—what an absence of that en the history of state affairs in which he I?
employ hi friends, lest he should be charged astonish the- world. The Janissaries have law« Too much attention cannot be paid to thusiasm, and that delirium of feeling which taken part for some , years past, justify^
been suppressed, to make-way fora body of
with a corrupt design to “ retain” them, as troops organized, as was supposed, after the this provision : by a neglect of it, any Post every where manifested itself at his pres himself and complaining of calumnies vtt Mei
master will lose the confidence of the Public
have been published against him.
“active supportersnor his opponents, European system. But these troops are ex and
i mela
ence.
of the.Department.
lest be should be charged with a corrupt de tremely popular with a large part of the peo
Augusta. Jowl on Frit
“ The late election for Mayor and Aider
VV
hen
failures
are
complained
of,
the
Post

sign to “ purchase”"ihem ; trope what clgss ple, they have had no experience to excite
men proved nothing. This was a matter
Hon. Stephen Parsons, of Edge«
or body of men will lie, or can he select indi an esprit du corps, or to inspire confidence or master at whose office the packets are mail that interested the city alone, and although has also declined being considered acai Well
Judge
viduals for public office. “ Honest and faith hope among the officers or soldiers. The ed, is requested to obtain a statement from many were, no doubt, influenced in their date tor the Senate.
ful men,” we are told he will employ : a con go\ ernment have no particular reason to de the printer, of the different packets forward votes by the Presidential opinions of the can
sion h<
ed
by
mail,
and
the
number
of
papers
in
each.
tracted honesty and a limited fidelity, indeed, pend upon their bravery or efficiency, nor
didates, yet very many wisely thought that
ticulai
Occasionally
the
packets
deposited
may
be
if they have not had sufficient power to make their enemies to fear them. With re
A WOLF CAUGHT.
with this statement, and any omis , the presidential question was not to be influ
that ¡V
their possessors sensible of their duty as men gard to a levee en masse, we know from re compared
A
Wolf,
which
has
been
along
whileW
enced
by
this
election,
and
that
the
interests
and as patriots. If they have done their duty cent and repeated examples, particularly in sion detected.
redating on the property of the people o(S| young
of
the
city
required
them
not
to
be
led
away
Postmasters who fail to adopt this suggest
as such, and are men of ordinary intelligence, the attempts made by the Asiatic hordes
Stephen and St. David, was last weekfau^ at son
by a name.
then will they be found in the ranks either of against the island of Samos, how dangerous ion, may be justly chargeable with negli
“ As a further matter of politics, I may in a trap set by Mr. James The« day uj
friends or enemies, andffiustbe either“ pur and desperate is a resort to that mode oi war gence, and held responsible for all failures.
Packets badly secured, or not plainly di state that there is very little doubt that the of St. Stephen. This voracious animal h forme
chased or retained.”
fare, even in a very limited degree,
, and rected, should always be returned to the administration candidate for Governor, Mr. been preying on some of the Rev. Dr. Tlw
untutored inhabitants of any offthe Turkish printing office. Where the packet is large, Derbigny, will be elected, and that Air. Liv son’s lambs and was gorged to the full m fairs c
provinces, suddenly called from their domes, twine should be used, and the direction of the ingston will have permission to stay at home, taken. It is, we believe, uncommon no« time i
find this creature in New-Brunswick. Ti sister
Mr. Clay has published another pamph to take up arms, will necessarily repeat such packet should be endorsed on one or more of maugre hmntended visit to this city.”
one taken is a'He wolf of not a very lad
let, containing additional testimony in refuta scenes as were witnessed in the neighbour the papers en^e/ed,
A new batch of the foul pamphlet, [orig size, but apparently an old one. Both lid Cham
tion of the charge, made against him by Gen hood of Smyrna. They will soon consume
\‘v here' pap«^ s are not taken out of the of
eral Jackson. The correspondence is divid every thing that the country affords; and, fice by th*persons to whom they are directed inally published by Mr. Hill] horn the pen and a female of the same species, have te ■whicl
ed into two parts.
like avast herd of brutes will soon produce immediate notice should be given to the print of Mr. Jonathan RusmU. purporting to be a seen together and it is reported Mr. Wiliia pairei
The, first part contains various statements, devastation, famine and disease, and cover er, and, on his failing to pay the postage, the life of Gen. Jackson, has been prepared in Porter was bitten a short time since by 11 ter le
which place beyond doubt the fact that Gen the ground with their own corpses instead of papers may be sold for it, as provided in the this town, and will be sent into every nook female and chaced by the male almost*
eral Jackson, on his way home, after the last their enemies. The zeal of fanatics, like the Post Office law. On some publications it and corner of the State. The infipmous li quite to his own door, but escaped with« cloth
comp
Presidential election, was in the habit of Turks will soon be spent; and if it were ever may be difficult to determine, whether news bel on Mrs. Adams is retained. JA'id a most any material injury. 'The female
charging, in unreserved terms, the crimes of so persevering, what could it avail before the paper or pamphlet postage should.be charg characteristic portrait engraved on wood is back into the woofls. The principal sufe guish
“ bargain, corruption, and intrigue,” “ cheat- 300,000 tipops satin rapid motion by Russia, ed, Some newspapers are published in the prefixed, marked like the Dutchman’s pic ers are Mr. Thomas M’Laughlin, of StJ whet
ery,” “bribery,” against .Mr. Adams arid . backed by the three hundred thousand more pamphlet form, as “ Niles’Register ;” oth ture, “ Andrew Jackson.” It has a most vid, Mr. John 'Lowers, of Tower Hill,®
takin
Mr. Clay ; and asserting that propositions which are in reserve.
ers in the quarto form, as the “American savage and blood-thirsty look, in reminding Mr. William Andrews, of St. Stephen, h
bad beei/made to himself, which, had he ac
A single thought on the numbers, discipline Farmer.”—\A here a paper is published pe one or the frightful pictures of Capt. Kidd, wolf seized on two or three of Mr, Andre’’ after
ceded to them, would have secured to him and spirit of the Russians, will present the riodically, on a large sheet, in the common and other cut-throats that used to be stuck milch cows and mangled them in so sboclas to tit
the office of President;
mighty contrast which actually exists The form of a newspaper, it should be so consid upon the walls. A Jackson-man the other a manner as to render them wholly melti but
T'he second part contains additional evi difference, however, is scarcely less, when ered. Where the form is different, the sub day, on taking up one of these obscene books, to the owner. It is a subject’cf much®
dence, the most conclusive in its character, we compare the ability and experience of ject matti’T must determine its character. If exclaimed.— ‘if that's a portrait of Old gratulation in the neighborhood that this» her
that the determination of Mr. Clay not to the statesmen and officers in the various de it contain leading articles of intelligence, a Hickory, by Heavens! I’ll be off—that ry formidable foe is arrested in his career,
Eastport
give his v ote for General Jackson was commu partments of the governments, the armies, summary of nejiti^al events, or what is gen looks—why, it looks like the D—1 !”
nicated in conversation with the various wit and navies of the two countries.
New Hampshire Journal.
erally termed news, and is published weekl^,
nesses, long before the election, and was, in
To Greece the Declaration of War pre or ofteher, it should be called a newspaper,
ADMINISTRATION MEETING.
lisi«
fact a matter of considerable notoriety.
sents a guaranty of her future happiness. Advertisements, are generally contained in
Scientific Expedition.—We learn from the
At a large and respectable meeting of’*
It appears to us to be impossible "for any The battle of Navarino was the first act neXvspapcrs, though seldom",
seldom, if ever,
ever, in National Intelligencer, that the sloop of war izens from different parts of 'th-e* CovntH tei
wind;'the a-vemK-sto which a-re not impiane- which
_____ proved,
___ _ beyond
F
question, that the Al- pamphlet--.
Hornet is ordered to return to the Navy Penobscot friendly to the preser-t Aiw Feri
trably closed against the truth, alter reading. Hes we're in'earnest.• This. mea,sm'e shows
in cascS* wo ere strong doubt remains what Yard at 1st w-York, undergo the nccewtry
the whole of the evidence, to retain for a sin
’ *is even more so than that event character to.give the publication, it would repairs to fit her fertile expedition to the tration, and to the re-efeefrn of'W by
p ! that Russia
QUINCY ADAMS as President ol»
gle moment, the suspicions that either Mr.
—
i r. led us to believe. T..^
The embarkation cf Cano
be well to charge the most favorable postage,
Sea, and Pacific Ocean, recommended United States, holden at Bangor, on 1W In 1
Adams or Mr. Clay obtained their high offi- dTstria in the càuse of hi? country,’ was "for until the decision of the Postmaster General South
cien
by Mr. Reed’s resolution, near the close of day the 19th instant—
eesby any other than honorable and fair and her a good omen, as he was deeply versed in ■ shall be obtained.
the
late
session
of
Congress.
Several
naval
wer
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/
1
■
\
.1
1
J
constitutional means.
the Russia Cabinet ; and the course pursued
W hen ft greater weight is franked than
on distant stations are sent for to join Chairman} and Geo. B. Mood», Esq.® ceiv
W e are not to expect that the Opposition by that government fully justifies the calcu the law authorizes, postage should be charg officers
enterprise. One or two small merchant tary,
'*
. I
leaders and Editors will admit the force of lation he appears to have founded on the pre ed for the excess. If the packet contain the
tice
vessels are to accompany the Hornet.
It was then unanimously Resolved.as«
this testimony ; since that admission would vious aspect of affairs.—A”. E Dully Adv.
handbills or other articles, which cannot be
at pi
sense of this meeting, that it is expedi®
be fatal to their cause. Even their own con
ealkd newspapers or pamphlets, the excess
It is stated in the English papers, “ that call a Convention, to be held at some si/ lini
victions on the subject will be closely locked
should be charge d by the ounce, as for letter
up in their own osoms, until the time shall
Singular effect of Lightning.--The postage. But it the excess consist of news the bulk of emigrants that sailed in the Hugh time and place, for the purpose of w* - stat.
ir exposition may be made ship New-York, on a la:e voyage from New- papers or pamphlets,they should be charged Johnson, were agricultural laborers who have ting a Candidate for Elector of P>/:,
arrive when
Ma
departed at the expense of their parishes.” and v’ice President, a RepresentaW‘
A to the views of their party, Yoik to London, encountered a severe storm as such.
without det?
If this kind of emigration is to be the order of Congress for the Somerset and P^04*5 ho«
But the horn
he liberal, and the disinter- of thunder and lightning. There was a pas
king sent in the mail which does the day, the Guardians of the Poor in differ District,’and County officers.
.
tested* will :
er be able to resist, nor to senger on board, very old and very corpulent, notE-'^y
tilos
come under the denomination of newspa
Ixesolved, That this Convention ben«'
l-ief, that the whole of the whose legs were so paralyzed, that for thvee pers or pamphlets, is subject by law to letter ent parts of the Union, muijt be on the alert.
sett
The
parishes
will
be
more
likely
to
send
out
the
Court
House
in
Bangor,
on
the
sec«
’
Ar. Adams and Mr. Clay is years he had not walked half a mile, and postage.
paupers, than able bodied vcwn.—Phil. Gaz. Wednesday of July next, at 11 o’clcckm
P
.nd notoriously disproved by the who, since his embarkation, had not been
The Postmaster General enjoins the ut
forenoon.
pony which has been now laid able even to stand. After the discharge of most
pap
vigilance’and impartiality on all Post
Pesolved, That each town in the M
neto
0rid. — Kat. Journal.
the lightning, which passed close to the place masters, in the performance of these duties.
An Alligator seen swimmingin the Dela
the
where this poor cripple was lying, every bo And he hopes to witness the beneficial re ware opposite Philadelphia on Saturday last, containing one hundred and fifty polls or7
1
dy was • astonished to see him’ rise, pace up sults of their zealous efforts by the public caused much surprise until it was ascertain be requested to send two delegates W»
listo
At a Jacf on dinner in Vermon , a ge míe and down the deck, and walk about for a confidence reposed in the safety of the mail, ed that he had escaped from a ship lately Convention ; each town containing
than said number, to send three deleF
In
from the South.
jnan whose- ¡ivtu n me was Ebenezer, in an longtime, as if nothing had ever ailed him. and the fidelity of its agents.
each town containing more than three i
attempt to die ule Mr. Adams, closed his At first his head was a little affected, but
dred and" fifty, four delegates; and t'1.
toast with ’
>ny and Topaz.” /he com- that soon went off, while the benefit which
14,
The Richmond Compiler gives a-caution
pany, whos
A German and his wife, from Pennsylvania, against a fellow who has been travelling a- Plantation one.
ellects seem to have been he had experienced in his limbs remained,
Voted,
That
the
proceedings
ofthis^'
lie
continued
to
use
them
freely
during
the
lately visited the President,, and were so de bout “ marrying credulous widows, and striprendered rather obtuse by their libations to
in the Bangor Register.
Bacchus, repeat ,’d it thus “ Eben we are passage; and on the arrival of the ship in lighted to find him converse fluently with ping.them of their property.” He had mar ing be published
JOHN WILKINS, Chaid^
port,
he
walked
with
ease
to
the
place
of
his
them in their vernacular, that they turned ried one widow in a week after he first saw
lupers.”—Mída tsex Gazette.
Gec»B. Mooly, Secretary.
residence.-— London Mechanic's Piagazfne. from Jackson to Adams.
tei
her.1 A weak woman 1
June 20, 1828.

SIMON NOWELL, of Kcnn< bunk-port. .
THOMAS FILLEBROWN, 0/ Winthrop-

most
its vic**'

Sp

. . —__________
)t vh^'^'W’oisonous Clams. ■ We understand that
Ueral individuals in Wells came near los1 j their lives a few days since, in consc
ience of having eaten Clams.—The parti
es of meat which adhere to the shells
pre eaten by the hens which caused their
a|h in about fifteen minutes.—-A great numr of ells are found dead, lying on the bed of
e river—supposed to have died in conse.....
cnce of eating clams.
r^'V/'En’I^AVe are informed by gentlemen acquaint'■ufa,ctMk ’
'lufactureF^
t^e ^Ct
t^e suPPos'lt:'on
• ;U|d the fifí ams are annualty poison during the summer
onths is incorrect. Incidents similar to
. fact a
De ’æquiiH i) ose above recounted have been known to
cur several times in the course of the last
!*r ThejJl febty or thirty years.—We have not heard
I.Q .. inm
.«“bason assigned for this singular fact,
'appeal'^.

LATEST FROM EUROPE.
The Liverpool packet ship l^ew-England,
Capt. Hunt, arrived at Boston on Saturday
last, in 36 days from Liverpool. She brings
advices to May 20, four days later than here
tofore received.
The Liverpool Advertiser of the 20th says,
“ the New-England, which sails this day,
for Boston, carries out about fifty steerage
passengers, many of them Irish. They are
chiefly the families of men who have gone
before, and who having obtained employment
in the manufactories of Massachusetts, have
sent for their friends and paid their passage
money to America. Many emigrants have
lately sailed from this port for Boston and
New-York under these circumstances; and
this is a species of emigration in which all
will rejoice, as it both relieves this country
from individuals who are at present a burden
to it, and insures their comfort on their arri
val in America. It is, however a proof that
the manufacturers of New-England are ma
king progress, and we understand that the
emigrants are principally employed in the
works of the large joint stock companies by
whom the manufactures in that part of Amer
ica are extensively carried on.”
It is rumored that Mr. Peel threatens to
resign, in consequence of his annoyance at
the prospect <>f Catholic Emancipation.
Sir F. Burdett’s motion in the House of
Commons for communicating the resolutions
respecting the Catholics, to the Lords was
carried; and he was forthwith appointed to
communicate the same. He appeared with
the message on the same day, and on motion
of the Dake of Wcl-lh-'g&vn a conference was
agreed to—and Monday (19th) appointed for
that purpose.
The repeal of the Test and Corporation
Acts is to be celebrated by rejoicings in va
rious parts of the kingdom : in London by a
grand dinner.
Paris papers of the 18th, state that peace
Kad been finally concluded between France
and Algiers.
Don Miguel has at length donned the garb
of the Usurper. He had not directly assu
med the title of King, but having assembled
the three estates of the Kingdom for the pur
pose of receiving it at their hands, he caus
ed his resolution to be communicated to the
Foreign Ministers, when all, without except
ing the Ambassador of Spain, sent notes to
announce that their functions had ceased.
A levy of two men out of every five hun
dred in Russia had been ordered, to meet
any exigency arising from a prolongation of
the war.

LIST OF LETTERS,

Sheriff’s Sale

Remaining in. the Post Office at Kenne
York,
bunk, Maine., July 1st, 1828.

AKEN on Execution, and to.
-»Sfii, to
VV be
yy,OUUl
C*.v P
* ublic
L'Dbllu ZK-UL
sold at
Auc’A. B. C.
tion, on Monday, the twenty-eighth
cf
'-eighth day of
ISS NELLY BURNHAM, Isaac Burn July next, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at
ham—Mrs. Pandora Chadbourn, the house of the subscriber in Alfred—All
Charles Couilard, Mrs. Martha Ann Cons
the right, title and interest which Simeon
ens. ’
»
Chadbourn, jun. of Shapleigh, in said coun
ty, has to redeem the following described re
D. E. F.
al
estate, situate in Lyman, in said county, it
William Dorrell, Dolly Downing, Asa
M. Darrell, Asa Durrell—Joshua Eaton, 2, being the homestead’farm of Simeon Chai*
Capt. Joshua Emery—■Hilliard Fogg, Capt. bourn, sen. and on which he now lives, and
Ransom Frisbie, Oliver Freeman, Timothy which was conveyed to said Simeon Chad
Frost.
bourn, jun. by deeds duly recorded. Also,
one other tract of land, sithate in Waterbor
G. H. I.
Miss Martha Goodwin, 2, George Good ough, in said county, containing thirty-six
acres, more or less, lying on both sides of the
win-David Hall, James Hardin.
road leading from Alfred to Buxton, bound
K. L. M.
_ Kennebunk Gazette Printer, Luther W. ed by land of John Conant, Job Roberts and
others. Thq above described tracts are under
Kimball—John Low, Esq. 2, George &• T. the
encumbrance of a mortgage to Thomas
I.,ord, Anthony Littlefield, Noah Littlefield, Jewett,
of South- Berwick, recorded on the
Mrs. Catharine Littlefield, Miss Nancy Lit
page of the 119th book of York County
tlefield, Aaron Littlefield—James Mitchel, 101st
records.
Also, all his right, title and interest
Hugh McCulloch, Esq. 2, Hugh & Adam
McCulloch, Hugh McCulloch St Co., Joseph ‘n to one fifth part of certain real estate situ
in Shapleigh andNewfield, insaidcounty,
Moody, Esq. SKnuel Merrill, Jacob Merrill, ate
consisting of farming and timber lands, with
Thomas Manuell, Ebenezer Mitchell.
dwelling house, Store, Saw-mill, and Grist
N. O. P,
mill and other buildings thereon, containing
Mrs. Mehitable Nason, Mrs. Hannah Par in the whole, by estimation, about one thous
ker, T he principal Paper Maker in York and acres,' and it comprehends the Allen
Farm, the Bacltelder Gore, the Shaker Lot,
the Newburyport Bank Lot, the Laightoii
Q. R. S.
Miss Ruth Robinson—Capt. William Smith, Lot, anti the property usually known and dis tinguished as belonging to the Balch Mill
Master of brig Byron, Cornelius Smith. ■
owners. A^so, all his interest in the real es
T. U. V. W.
James Tuttle, William 'Tucker, Titcomb tate at a place called Scratch Corner, in
& Smith—William W. Wise, Nahum Went W aterborough, and recently occupied by ‘
worth, Nathan Whitten,-John Wbitiker& John- Chadbourn, now by D. Roberts, Esq.
and is under the encumbrance of a mortgage
Co,, John Wesson.
to Thomas Jewett, of South Berwick and re
B. PALMER, P. M.
corded on 222d page' of 126th book of York
County records.
BENJA. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
iAlfred, June 19, 1828.
ss.

M

M ARRIED—In Newfield, Mr. William
Heard, to Miss Mercy Day.
In Ossipee, N.H. Mr. John M. Philbrook,
to Miss Ann Maria Haslett.

DIED—In Baltimore, 11th ult. Mr. Rich
ard Williams, printer, of Portland.
In Washing¡ton Ci ty, Richard W .Mi >ad,
Esq. the gent lemi tn wliio preseroedtlte gìreat
claim on the U. St;■it-es, under the Spai fish
Treaty. It Vvfas thotigh•t his rem edv was not
against tl iis couirtry
His case wa!s a V ery
hard one
At Bal timo:re, J
Escaivaifle,Eicq. i >roprietor cif th e E iai ige Readì
Roo ms,
and Edit'
eut.
the Balti.moü^ Prját® £
aged 48.
In Halifax, 1J s M!iss Mary E. third. dati glv
ter of He•n. Ju dge Hidiblurton.
¡nathan Teel ged
In Charliestcr
75, one of the few surviving heroes of ’the
Lexington, and Bunker Hill engagements.

Lightning.—We regret to learn, thatdurg the shower on 'Tuesday afternoon last, the
beaffoiM ;ore of Mr. Walter Littlefield, in
Zells, was struck by lightning. Mr. Samuel
’-ic àuctiôii
A’octione^ ill, Jr. was instantly killed and Capt. Samway bj¡, &l Pope wa<s seriously injured.
I We have been furnished by a corresponpnt with the following particulars.
“J Boston n^s
t in othercifaj5 The electric fluid passed down the chimthe jöailij,by to a stove pipe, this directed it to the
ippiiedwi;h|)rfove standing in the chamber occupied by
P m the licestsjr. Gooch as an attorney’s office, from which
1'sua! nv descended through the floor in two places
iter foi- diet? t^ie store ^elow. One branch as it made
s imuibeiijis way through the floor, appears to have
Ual[een attracted by a pen-knife, which Capt.
raw
SBW
y t-'e 13ih(',a|^Ope
open in his hand, and. it ran up his
.' T '/A
down his back, leg and foot to the lower
v ’ G*ooK through which it passed into the cellar
hivering in pieces the stud on which it deKENNEBUNK, JULY 5. '
ewspapers ¡upended to the ground. The other branch
ARRIVED.
sare I’eipKitjame in contact with a small nail, passed
June 29—Sloop Mary, Perkihs, Boston.,
lown by it to a beam, to which was suspendJuly 2—Ship Constitution, Davis, Hamp
ton Roads.
~
d a patent balance on which it went to a
'JCORD, b.j^ost standing by the Counter—Hill was
MEMORANDA,
Sign of Peace. Letters from Pernam
Saco, June 25—Ar. sch. Mary, Perkins, N.
lw°ni ’?®eaning upon the iron railing that is fixed on
in thelSth's« e counter» ^1S
reclining against this buco of 16th May, received in N. Y. announce York ; 29th, schs. Ossipee, Tarbox, do.;
a short arrival there from Rio with news, Volga, Gaines, Troy ; Sally, Kelly, Provi
of the public^303"- *3e ^ul<^ perforated his hat, ran down that an Armistice for nine months had been dence ; 30th, sch. Marcia, March, do.—
may be ctaioth his sides to the iron railing, then burst- signed between Brazil and Buenos Ayres.
Sailed, 25th, schs. Hope and Phebe, Harding,
-----—«@9—_
Providence; Polly, Bangs, New-Bedford;
e of collecliijing through his clothes, passed off on the
Lightning.—During the shower in the 27th, sch. Dorcas, Kelly, Fall Rivers sip.
^^^'^^’ailing towards the opposite ends of the
forenoon of Monday last, the lightning struck Joseph, Baker, do.
)after’orr.ate?u‘^^nS w^h°ut doing further damage.
a dwelling house on Gooch Island, in Bidde
Ar. at Havana, 8th ult. brig Ivory Lord,
ted in the p< Capt. Pope is much injured about the hip ford, belonging to George Thacher, Esq. of Lewis, of this port, 50 days from Havre.
\P’’$s^'i')!nUind ancle joints, but is recovering. Other this town. There were two persons in the
Ar. at St. Eustatia, 4th ult. brig- Leo,
part of the building struck, but no person Gould, of and from this port. [One account
(lei’s fromW?ersons *n tne budding were nearly stunned was injured. The electric fluid descended says the Leo was to sail for St. Thomas in
egislature.in’c’py the shock,
from the chimney perpendicularly to the twenty days.]
oral Board, bi
e understand Mr. Hill was about 36 ground floor of the house, and then glancing,
passed Guinan oblique direction through a
unsuccesn
Wreck.—The wreck of a brig was towed
>ple.
Tfeirtye?>'3 01<• age' and, has left a wife and six single light of a glass window. Two persons
into Holmes’ Hole on the 23d ult. by the pi
to the majorilf children.
were sitting in the room through which it lot boat (Superior. She was fallen in with 50
___
We understand that a barn belonging to passed, and received a stunning shock, which miles SSW. of Block Island. The following
in the western part of deprived them of their senses for a few mo words were cut on her keel—“ Brig Gov. Par
ments. The house was considerably dama ris capsized March 22.” She is presumed
Hon. Josiah sWells, was struck during the shower on Mon- ged, the ceiling and partitions of the upper to be the Governor Parris, Capt. Samuel A.
Icclinesbeiflpday last. The building sustamed. no mate- rooms being’ torn away and dashed with great -Sergeant cf Portland, -who s&Hcd f. am thwt
force against the opposite windows, one of port on the 21st March for Havana, with a
goes much ails,rial damage.
which was entirely demolished.
affairs in w .
cargo of beef, pork, candles, &c.
Maine Palladium.
lining o?calns Melancholy Accident. An accident of

.4 Valuable Medicine.

JLp'R.ccomTnended by unquestionable and
conclusile testimonials.

E Proprietor confidently offers to the
public what experience has proved to
be one of the most efficacious compounds in
the Materia Medica, for the cure, of that
class of distressing, dangerous, and inveter
ate Diseases, produced by an impufe state of
the blood, acrimony of the humors, and a vi
tiated habit of body, and usually exhib
iting themselves in the various forms of the
Scrophula, Salt Rheum, Leprosy, St. Antho
ny’s Fire, Fever Sores, White Swellings,
Foul and obstinate Ulcers, Sore Legs and
Eyes, Scald Head, Scurvy and Venerial
Taint, where Mercury has failed.

DR. RELFE'S

Sheriff’s Sale.
York ss
on Executions all the
’ ’
right in equity which Sam
uel Drew, of Shapleigh, in said County of
York, has to redeem the undivided half part
of a certain tract or parcel of land lying in
said Shapleigh, and bounded on the road
leading from Lebanon to Milton Mills, and
by lands lately belonging to Love Roberts,
Asa Drew. Luther Godding, Winthrop Hil
ton -and others, containing one hundred and
seventy-five acres, more or less, and is thé
homestead farm of the said Samuel Drew,
and Benjamin Drew. And the said Samuel
Drew’s right in equity to the undivided half
of said farm will be sold at Public Vendue
at the store of Moses Rollins, in Lebanon,
in said County, on Saturday, the twenty-sixth
day of July next, at three o’clock afternoon.
Conditions made known at the sale.
CALEB EMERY, Dep. Sheriff.
June 19, 1828.

have, in a multitude of cases, cured these in
veterate and deep rooted complaints in their.
worst and most hopeless stages. The Drops
are also given with success for violent erup
tions after the measles, red blotches, festering
eruptions and pnmfilvs on the face ; and in
connexion with Dr. Jebb’s Linament, they re
move white swellings of the joints. 'The
AKEN on Execution, and will be sold at
Scrophula, in its early shapes of mere tu
Public Auction, on Saturday, the
mours behind the ears and under the chin,
26th day of July next,—All the right in
and swelling of the upper lip and nose, will
has to redeem
not quickly yiel0 to this preparation, but equity which Leonard
scrofhulous ulcers, which have spread to the
'
following described real „estate, situate
such an extent and depth, as to erode the car- at
: the Gieat Falls village, fruBerwick, on the
leading from Great Falls to Lebanon,
tileges and effect the bones with caries, have road
'
been gradually and permanently healed, by and
■
bounded as follows :—beginning on said
the persevering administration of this power road twenty-six feet from Nathan Butler’s
and running norther?- twenty-eight,
ful i’ l'ffl.cine—the sunken squalid counte- Stope
'
nance iestored to its florid hue, the vital en feet on said road, thence easterly by land of
ergy re-established, and the whole system Parks & Harris fifty six feet, thence south
purifi d and invigorated. They are also the erly by land of said Parks & Harris twenty
best Sfiring and Autumnal Physic.
eight feet, thence westerly by land of said
From many other proofs of the superior Parks & Harris, fifty-six feet to the point be
d against him, a melancholy character took place in Wells,
In Dover on Saturday last, we learn by the ScXiooI Books &L Statiouavy. viitues of Dr. Belfe's Drofys, the proprietor gan at. Sale on the premises.
LARGE assortment of School Books,
On Friday night 27th ult. Miss Theodosia New-Hampshire Republican, “ some dam
Conditions made known at the time and
comprising almost every kind made selects the following
Parsoks, oIHVells, aged 37 years, daughter of the late 1 age was done by the lightning—a cow be
place of sale.
INTERESTING CASES.
use of in the Academies and Schools in York
>eing conjtati jujge Wells, was so badly burned as to occa longing to John Ham was killed; several County.
A Lady, to whom reference can be made,
GRENVILLE C. WALLINGFORD,
—ALSO—
trees, in different parts of the town, were
was for years afflicted with humours on her
D. Sheriff.
sion her death the next morning. The par- shattered to pieces. In South-Berwick, a
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
neck, accompanied with frequent itching,
Berwick, June 26, 1828.
i ticulars sa far as we have learned them, are, bam belonging to Mr. Key was burnt. A
eruptions, and running sores. She had tried
STATIONARY.
team of 4 oxen, in Strafford, at work on the Just received and for sale by
various remedies and had taken the best med
Iata ^iat
ln company with a’ sister and a
road, were killed. 20 sheep, in Stratham,
ical advice, but could get no permanent relief,
JAMES K. REMICH.
nerty oitliep young man, (son of her brother, who resided reported. Mi s. Gerrish, wife of Mr. Daniel
and her case daily becoming worse, fears
KEN by virtue of an Exe
vid, was last«: at some distance, and who had arrived that G. was struck down at the same time the Jy^Country Traders, Teachers and others were entertained of a fatal termination of her York, ss,
cution and will be sold at
who purchase by the quantity sup
Mr. JamesII
Upon a visit,) sat up until alate hour,the meeting-house was struck in New-Market.”
complaint, when a friend providentially re Public Vendue, at the Store of Wheelwright
plied on the most liberal td ms.
iis voracious in- former making enquiries relative to the af
July 5,1828.
____ commended the Botanical Drops, four bottles & Bourne, in Wells, in said County, on Sat
ie of the Rev. H
We understand a barn was struck by
of which effected a complete cure, to the urday the 2d day of August next, at three
s gorged tot!?! fairs of her brother and his family.—Some lightning, at Exeter, on Saturday last, full of
o’clock’in the afternoon,—all the right, title
surprise and joy of herself and friends.
lieve, uncomiN time after the young man had retired, the hay and entirely consumed. A pine tree
A child of 8 years, had lost the use of his and interest which Abraham LL Ithamor
i Ne w-Brunswd sister of Miss W. (who had also gone to her was struck, at Kensington, and reft from top
arms, one leg was almost crippled, hip drop Huston, of Sanford, have to redeem the
LL persons having unsettled accounts ped out of place, thigh and arms swollen and Homestead Farm on which they now live,
¡volf of not ai chamber) heard an unusual noise below to bottom.
with the Subscriber are requested to broken open in several places, and many of with the building thereon, the same being
r an old one. *
Yesterday morning we experienced a
which
alarmed
her
—
she
immediately
re

call and settle the same immediately—if all
same species,fe
storm of some violence attended with light
the sores had penetrated down to the bone. under the encumbrance of a mortgage to the
t is report paired to the room where she found her sis- ning.—A house in Olive Street, tenanted by persons have not the means to pay immedi On taking these drops he recovered the use late George W. Wallingford, Esq.
ately,
all
have
the
means
to
settle
their
ac

of his limbs, the sores healed up, and.he was
short time ® ter ieanjnp over a table, the upper part of her Mr. Ayer was struck by the lightning which
RICHARD SMITH, D. Sheriff.
by the W
>
uu f
in its descent, considerably damaged the counts, and consequently no excuse will be restored to health, although thought incura
June 27.
clothes
entirely
burned
off
—
and
her
flesh
a
taken
for
non
compliance
with
this
repuest.
or, but escape'
ble !
dwelling.—Newburyport Her.
SETH HATCH.
The female1 complete crisp.—In this situation she lan
A Young Man, near Boston, was reduced
Wells, July 2d, 1828.
Theprirf guished until 10 o’clock the next morning,
so low by eruptions and sores in various parts
THUNDER STORM.
of his body, e,specially his neck and hands,
AKEN on Execution, and
when she expired.—The cause of her clothes
Yesterday forenoon we were visited by a
weakness at the stomach, loss of appetite, York, ss.
ei-s, of W taking fire is not known, she being senseless thunder storm of short duration, but as severe
will be sold at Public Aucews,ofSt.W
general
debility,
and
gradual
decline
of
the
tion, on Monday, the twenty-eighth day of
as any experienced here within-the last ten
HE subscriber has made anew arrange
whole
system,
so
as
to
threaten
an
approach

sr three (#1 after the accident. It is said she was subject years. The dwelling house of Mr. Joseph
July next, at two o’clock in the afternoon, in
ment in his business—and finds it ne
ngledthemio^ to fits, and might have fallen into the fire, H. Ingraham, on Bridge Street, and the store
ing Consumption. He was entirely cured, 'front of the Post Officb in South Berwick,—
cessary to pay his debts. He therefore calls
and
restored
to
a
fine
state
of
health,
by
five
AH the right in equity which John Heard,
1er them
but it is more probable that the sleeves of of Mason Greenwood & Co. in Hay Market upon all indebted to him to make immediate
; a subject j
of South Berwick, in said County, has to re
Row, were struck by lightning at nearly the payment.—His notes and accounts wifi with or six bottles of these Drops.
A
Married
Lady
was
for
years
afflicted
eighborli^i her gown took fire from the candle.
deem
the farm (with the buildings thereon)
same, moment, though not very materially in out distinction, be put in the hands of Joseph
ayreM»*
jured. On the latter the lightning descend Da^ne, Esq. to collect if not paid before the with eruptions on the face, head, ears and on which he now lives, situated in said SouthWe have received the June number of ed part way down from the eaves on the side 15th of August next. All person,s having any various parts of the body, attended with vi Berwick, and bounded as follows, viz : North
olent itching, burning, 8cc.—had tried many
“ 'The Traveller” a valuable periodical, pub of the wall, which is of brick, and turned in demands against the subscriber are desired prescript ions without effect—was confined to erly by Daniel and Samuel Page’s land ;
easterly by Wells line, southerly by land of
ward through the wall, making a small ap
for immediate payment.
<TIi)N Ml lished monthly at Philadelphia. 'This num- erture of an inch diameter, without leaving to present them BARNABAS
her room, and declined all company. She John Allen, Simeon Brock and Benjamin
PALMER.
inectablerf fiei contains a list of the Newspapers and upon the inside any visible trace of the
July 5.
__ was cured by taking four bottles of these Hasty, and Westerly by land belonging to
Jacob Stevens, William Brown, Andrew
props.
■ parts
i^eriodicals published in the United States, course through which it passed out of the
A bad belonging to Saugus, whose head Austin and William Joy, containing one
to the f!®«1 by which it appears that there are 827. second story'. Upon the northern side of the ■jPAPEBf HAKCSNiJS.
was
covered
all
over
with
sores
and
blotches,
Hundred and sixty acres more or less, the
town, a man employed in the brick yard of
G as M In 18W, there were 358.—At the commence Mr. Carter was also considerably injured.
was wholly cured by a few bottles, after eve same being under the encumbrance of a
JAMES K. REMICH
Mortgage ’Deed.
ry
other
remedy
had
failed.
en at.Bao^ ment of the Revolutionary War in 1775 there No other person, of whom we have learned,
HA S J US T B E CE 1VED
A Gentleman writes, he had been sorely - Conditions to be made known at the time
BALE
and BORwere 37. Although the work evidently re suffered any harm, although several parts of
the town were likewise struck.—• Port. Ar.
INS,
DEB.S, of elegant patterns and at low afflicted for ten years with Boils all over his and place of Sale.
ceives much care and attention, yet we no
body, and having tried all kinds of remedies RICHARD SHAPLEIGH, D. Sheriff.
o. B.
prices.
without success, by the use of these drops he
tice several omissions. In thisState there are
Berwick, June 25th, 1828,
The barn of Mr, Robert Libby, in Scarbor
July 5, 1828.
j
■
imf'usly.M
was perfectly cured.
a: present 35 periodical publications of various ough. containing twelve tons of English hay,
Another Gentlefoan writes—“ I have been
o that it n kinds—the Traveller gives only 29.—-It also was struck by lightning on Saturday last,
seriously afflicted with the Salt Rheum on
and entirely consumed. We have heard, of
o be liel(l8t-l
my head, &c. and resorted to the use of ma
.1 LOT OF LAJTD, ny
the Ui'P0S7 - states that there was no paper published in no other damage being done.™Ib.
medicines without effecting a cure, or do PAT-MER & JIHÆER,
br Elector
Maine in 18J.0, whereas there were 5—these
^ITUATED in Kennebunk- ing any essential good, until 1 obtained some jr EEP constantly supplied with every
nt, A M however might possibly be included among
EASTPORT, JUNE 25.
Port, on the road leading of your Botanical Drops, which, on using a Jok description of SHAKER WARE.
Judge Preble arrived in this place on
Somerset *
from Kennebunk to Limerick, and
Sachas Woollen and Linnen Wheels ;
y officers' , those set down as published in Massachu Saturday evening last,accompanied by John about t wo miles add a half from Kennebunk short time, entirely cured me. I therefore
JisConveiJ
G. Deane, Esq. They left town yesterday Meeting-house.—Said land is well covered recommend it to every person afflicted with Seives ; Mortars ; Noggins ; Brooms y
setts.
Sugar-Box.es; Dry Measures;
this complaint.”
Bangor,«
Probably there is not far from 1003 News in the Revenqe Cutter, for St. John, but were with hard wood and pine timber and contains
“Iwas afflicted,” writes a person, “for Wooden Bowls ; joiner’s Bench Screws ;
next, at H
compelled to return on account of the fog.
about
forty
acres,
adjoining
laud
of
Abraham
papers and Periodicals now published in
isix years with intolerable burnings ah Pails; Churns ; Cheese-Tubs ;
Currier and Joshua N ason. For further par over my body, a dreadful ulcer on my left leg, Keeler Tubs ; 8cc. &c. which they sell at the
the United States.
Three men, suspected of being concerned ticulars enquire of
and every other day a return of head-ache Shaker wholesale prices.
The whole number of newspapers pub in the robbery of the Exeter Bank, have been
’
WILLIAM PATTEN.
red aaW.
After taking one bottle, 1 began to mend, and
June 28.
Kennebunk-Port, July 5, 1828.
lished in England in the year 1782, was 79— arrested at Newport.
after the third, was perfectly cured ; sixtyIn 1821, 284.
t0W11
two pieces of bone came from my leg, most
;osend t t At the present term of the Supreme Judi
Iv very small, the largest was two inches
4s
The population of England in 1821, was cial
ig motets
Court, 'Thornton McGaw, James S.
”
r d«legaiiM
14,379,677/—The population of the United Holmes, George Starrett, Esquires, were ad WANTED IMMEDIATELY, long.
BEAL
Japan
Blacking, and
Price $1, or 6 bottles for $5.—For sale by
FEW thousand Dry Hemlock Boards.
PAR'BRIDGE’S Blacking Powder,
mitted as Counsellors. George B. Moody,
States in 1820, was 9,708,000.
proceed’0^
JOHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk,
and
—
AJ^SO
—
For Sale by
Jonathan P. Rogers,
'
gKi
JffMES D' DOWNING,
thaniel H:..tch,, Daniel Goodenow,, Esquir.es
_
., A few thousand suitable for BA I HING.
JAMES K. REMICH.
PALMER & MILLER.
It is said Ice has been ordered to be admit were admitted as Attornies.
Kennebunk-Port,
Kennebunk, July 5, 1828.
ted
free
of
duty
at
Cuba,
for
two
years.
July
5.
Bangor
Clarion.
Stcrda^

Sheriff’s Sale.

T

A

Sheriff’s Sale.

JlWtce.

A

Sheriff’s Sale.

Notice—Pay.

T

1

For Sale.

Hemlock Boards.

A

Shaker Ware.

Day

Martin’s

TOT

Quaker Meeting.—A young girl from the
country, lately on a visit to a Mr. H. a Quaki er, was prevailed on to accompany him to
meeting. It happened to be a silent one ;
none of the brethren being moved by the i
spirit to utter a syllable. When Mr. H. left
the meeting house with his young friend he
asked her—“ How does thee like the meet
ing ?” to which she pettish^ replied, “ Like
it! why I can see no sense in it, to go and sit
for whole hours together without speaking a
word, it is enough to kill the devil
“ Yea,
my dear,” rejoined the Quaker, that is just
what we-want.”
Penn. Argus.

NEW GOODS. New Goods—Cheap.
Greenough, "BodweU

Co.

AS JUST RECEIVED, and offers for I
received a large assortment of
sale, Ch ear for Cash or Country ■fTWAVE
O
W2W GOODS
Produce.
í
White and black Bobbinett Lace, 4-4 & 6-4; of all descriptions, which with their former
Swiss Muslins ; Footings ; Linnen Braids ; ' stock they offer tor sale at prices unusually
low.
— AMONG WHICH ARE—
Linnen Twist;
?
37 1-2
A large assortment of Calicoes from 9d. to
No. 2G0 Cotton Ballsand Lace^Thread ;
HEATON’S noted ITCH nJ
30
cts.
;
Clark’s superior Spool Floss ;
JJ
'MENT, which has stood
White and col’d Cambricks;
Ranyard’s Spool Cotton ;
against all other ointment, the prfi (jPpOS
” brown and black Linnens ;
Hemming’s Needles;
-x-hirh
has
hppn
TPrlnmc!
Blue Cassimeres and Broadcloths; mixed do. Plain and fig’d, book, Swiss and mull Mus
[From the Columbian Reporter.]
lins ;
American, English, and India Nankins ;
Irish
JEï.
—
W'hen
the
French
landed
at
THE DRUNKARD’S GRAVE.
English and American Dimoties;
...ALSO... Bantry Bay, an Irish peasant, who was post Calicoes; Ginghams;
” ”
”
Ginghams;
None of your common tears’ He asks the ed, with a musket, updu one of the cliffs, and Colored and white Cam bricks ; Linens ;
Dr.
Davenport's
Billion to eáolvepr
Plain and plaid Battiste ;
had wandered à little out of his position, was Lawns ; Linen Cambric,ks ;
of Pl
Cambrick Muslins;
For the time these Pills bavebeentf
And strongest who lies here and takes his accosted by an English officer, with “ What , Muslins ; (Choppas ;) ..
}■» í» sale
eoli* of fVnr«
to the TMll-UÎ/"'
public, tthe
them L¡í'sZ!*■! KS
Linnen Cambricks; Imitation do.;
Black
silk
and
Bandana
Hdkfs
;
Cravats
;
are vou
here
for
?
”
™
“
Faith,
your
honour,
you
’
rhA mntf
AYnertatìmn ofth
Mix’d and black silk Camblets;
.the
most sanffnin*
sanguine expectations
No careful soul who guzzles of small beer,
piiu* we out O'
said”Pat, with his . accustomecl grin of good Ladies’ white cotton Hose ; Tapes ;
Mix’d Pongees;
HI .
'.’Mont Í<
No sober water-drinker need come here ,
prietor, which may be fairly considenH
ftsident
tell
me
I
’
m
here
for
a
cerduBlack
blue,
buff
and
white
Sewing
Silks
;
humour
acknowledgement
of
their
many
virtue/
1 tales, anc
Black
and
col
’
d
Nankin
and
Canton
Crapes
;
His soul abhorr’d you living. Go your ways r
Twist; Pins; Quality Bindings; Battistes;
ry.
’
^
Black,
pink
and
yellow
Italian
do.
;
They
are
very
justly
¿stoemfd
f
or
'J
Spend quietly your dull and sober days. *
fa|e,asis
White and black silk Gloves ;
”
white, pink, blue and straw1 colored mild and safe operation as a cathartic^ i Repi’t
They cannot shine like his, nor fly as fast,
Keller the Irish barrister, examining a Blue, buff, and pink satin Ribands ;
cases
vyhere
one
is
necessary
—
1
press
’
d
do.
;
_
Nor will you die, dull fool! like him at last. roguikh
uuhh..! y7Thq!Ii [e Unite
in the Fancy silk Hdkfs.; Black Lastings ;
witness, who,. it . appeared
.
’
and col’d plain Silks ;
safe, and sovereign termedy
' in all billjLi Bti of '
Come ye who care not for a mother’s tears 1 course of the examination, had at one time Dimoties; Rouen Cassimeres ;
”
”
”
fig
’
d
do.
;
vers;pains
m
the
head,
stemach andbovfiwns, an
French
Drills
;
Brown
Cambricks
;
been
at
the
point
of
death,
and
had
receiv

Come ye who feel not for a father’s sighs!
Superior bl’k Levantine do. from 4-6dto 6s. indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, w [ntatiotr
ed the last rite of the Romish church—that Wire Taste ; Cap Ribands ; Colonge ;
Here lies a brother, who tor many years
Black and col’d Sattins, plain and fig’d ;
and billious cholic—they are liktwisea!p direct
Feather
and
paper
Fans
;
Rattan;
I
bread;
of
extremç-unction.
“
So,
(says
»r)
you
4- t zl
/V Ai-noi- •» '»i z? V" r z- t
< «- z-» ri .s _
' »A
Saw one and heard the other. From your
” and col’d Crape Dresses ;
tidot-eA against
infectious
. . ciseases
, ,
tomoij luse tn[
wore anointed by a priest.” “ ï es sir. Buttons ; Cotton Umbrellas; Parasols;
”
”
”
” Shawls;
eye's,
~
obstructions
of
f
—
y
’
’
'
\
------------..-every
kmdby
dwhiM
U
OTSandValencia
Vestiftgs;
Black
Levantines;
And yours alone, the gentle streams should “ There was little need then, (returned K.)
Black silk and toilenett Vestings ;
discharging the morbid matter, hclpi'S
Black Ribands ; Duck ;
for you were slippery enough already.”
flow
White and brown, French and English Dril gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a jllatarep
sort
Canton
and
Nankin
Crapes
;
Padding;
In grief, fourth proof, o’er him who sleeps'
lings;
lief for costive habits. They-are soaacjlythe tu
Some years ago a witness was examined Pressed Crapes;
.
below.
modatedto alLseasofts and
a-A their w
before a "judge in a case of slander, who re Gentlemen ^tadk-s’ real horse skin Gloves ; English and French Cassinetts ;
Scotch Den ies ; GranSarills ;
may be take re in summer r winter^tjsessors,
quired him to repéat the precise words spok Ladies’ Crayons and Drawing Pencils ;
Is there a ycuth abandon’d and accurst ?
Black
Sattin
Lastings
;
time of the day, without fe^ar tocje|suchme
en : the witness hesitated until he riveted Indelible Ink ;
Let him come too, for hei-e is kindred dust.
English and American Stripes
hindrance of business, Their operatiAch Bist
Let him whose conduct brings disgrace and the attention of the whole court on him, Gamboge, Yellow Oker, and L Russian Patch Furnitures ;
gentle and effectual, that by expenenCet)Eectors6
then
fixing
his
eye
earnestly
on
the
judge,
be

B
lue
,
by
the
cake
;
shame
Crape and gauxe Mantles ;
are found to excel any ether physic htff^01’esal
On her who bore him, and whose very name gan—“ May it please your honor you lie, Partridge’s Preservative, for ^chaises, Black and fancy silk H’dkfs ;
fore offered to the public.
’
jtb'cs.or
harness and shoes, a new and highly rec
Brings tears into his father’s eyes ; whose and steal, and get your living by cheating !
Yellow, red & brown Bandanna and flag do. ;
The genuine are covered with a chJ'P''0^u
The face of the judge reddened, and he im
ommended article.
heart
Black and white kid and silk Gloves ;
plate, with the design of the GoodSa^F1^601
mediately exclaimed, “ turn to the jury, sir,
Is dead within him, and who sees depart
Ladies’ and Gent, beaver and horse skin do.; tan, and the agents name thereon. ">rt of the
Domestics.
Health, honor, friends, all, all without a tear if you please.”
Russia Sheeting ; Ravens Duck 8< Dowlas ;
Yarns No. 7 to 16 ;
O let hiin come, a brother slumbers here.
-^zsoRussia Diapers ; Buckram and Padding ;
Knitting Cottons No. 17,,20 and 23 ;
Yellow Nankins;
'
And you his old companions, who once bore
Cotton Batting ; Bed 'Ficks ;
Wheatons
Jaundice
White, blue, green, pink and straw col d
Check, Plaid and striped Ginghams ;
ow is w
P0'1- mak.<
The answering chorus of his ready roar ;
37
I-2
gdmeeti
unFlorences;
AKEN on Execution and Shirtings and Sheetings, bleached and
.Who, ever, when the dear departed spoke,
Millinetts
;
Foundation
Muslin
;
Davenport?s Celebrated Eye
bleached ;
will be sold at Public Auc
Clapp’d bloated hands and bawl’d “ a joke !
Superior white Cravats;
Jeans8c; Co.
Ladies
tion. at the Store of John Storer
in ’ morocco walking SHOES;
A fresh supply of the above iskept biijlLfthf
a joke 1”
Sattin, taffata, cap and garniture Ribbons;
You need not stagger hither, soon will swell Sanford, on Saturday, the 26th day of July Do. Strapped do,; Heeled Prunella do.;
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by 'lUljgfo ffo'
Silk
and
cotton
Velvets
;
Upon the wind, the last, the fatal knell,
1828, at tour of the clock P. M. all the right Springed heeled do.; Misses do.;
rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale and G. CcXthedut
Camblet, lasting and gilt Buttons ;
in equity of redemption which William Children’s do.
Saying to all, in sadly solemn sound,
Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by theMjn ses
Bleach
’
d
Sheetings
and
Shirtings
;
“Gof put another drunkard under ground. Paul, of Sanford, has to redeem the follow Gun Powder ;
Superior Bed Tickings ; Checks ; Stripes ; gists in "Portland and Boston, and byssL.ns and
ing described mortgaged real Estate, situated O. Hyson, Y. Hyson, 7 m-p a ®
persons
in the principal towns from Mi|ected by
Black, bine, olive, claret, drab and mix’d
in said Sanford, bounded as follows, viz. Be H. Skin, & Souchong, 5 •
to Georgia.
Lu.jds
MEMORY.
Broadcloths
;
ginning at Mousom River on the S. E. side of
Oct. 1, 1825, .
eowIjOnotl
What is memory ? ’tis the light
the road leading from Powers’ Tavern in
pty of v
Cassimeres;
W hich hallows life—a ray profound
Sanford to Alfred, and runs S. E. by said Rice ; Cassia ; Allspice; Mace ; Nutmegs ;
echosen
White, yellow, green and red Flannels ;
Upon the brow of mental night;
River to Lands of William Moulton, thence Cloves ; Old Whiskey ;
Sattinetts ; Yarns; Threads; Parasols;
An echo—time the passing sound ;
N E. to Lands owned by a Mr. Day, thence Holland and Am. Gin ; St. Croix Rum ;
lity of th
1 case cotton Umbrellas, from 24 to30 inch;
A mirror—its bright surface shows
N W. to Land of John Powers, thence by N. E. do.; Indigo; Tobacco; Copperas;
ton from
Hope, fear, grief, love, delight, regret;
said Powers’ Land and the road to the place Scythes; Glass'; Snaiths ; Rakes; Cigars; Silk, cotton and bobbinett Laces ;
THIS inveterate disease whichhassofclhav1
Sewing Silks ; Twist-cotton Balls;
A generous spring; a beam which glows
begun at, containing about sixty-five acres Figs ; Pipes ; Cotton ; Maccaboy Snuff;
baffled the art of the most expeiMch Dis!
Ladies Morocco and Kid walking Shoes ;
Long after sun and star havaset ;
with the Buildings thereon, under the encum Sweet Oil; Clear Pork ; Starch ; Brandy
”
A
” ” 'l ies and Slippers; Physicians, has at length found a soveitiftall havi
A leaf—nerr stqrm, nor blight can fade—brance of a Mortgage to William Emery, jun. Sperm Oil; Candles ;
ieState
”
and Misses black and col’d Satin do.; remedy in
An ark in time’s bereaving sea—
of Sanford, atoresaid.
4d, 6d, 8d., 10d, & 20d Nails; Cayenne ;
” Children’s Morocco Bootees, &c. 8cc.
A perfume from a flower decayed—
WILLIAM, EMERY, jun. Dep. Sherijf.
Al.lum ; §oap; Ginger ; Brooms ;
DR. LA GRANGE’S' Gmffi|±a“
^une 7.
_______________ .
A treasure for Eternity ’
Sanford, June 14th, 1828.
_______ _ Slates ; Quills; Slide Rules;
Bms Dividers ; Patent Saw Setts;
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases smLOW
There is hardly any thing so much needed
Stock Locks; Sheep Shears ; Coffee Mills ;
gtlljHE Subscribers have entered into Co- with more reluctance by the Physician,!111'* U
in a family as a newspaper, and yet nothing
Shaving Boxes ; Cloth Brushes ;
AKEN
by
virtue
of
an
Exe

none
in which he is so universally unm ® ficat
partnership for the purpose of trade,
comparatively speaking, is esteemed of so
cution and will be sold at Shoe Brushes; Head do.;
and will do business in this place under the fuLt
little value. ' 'If a man undertakes to retrench York, ss.
-j thilt
Cotton,
wool
and
cattle
Cards
;
Razors
;
Office
cost umce
This Ointment has stood the test ofe!Oe{}t0
his expenses, instead of lopping off what is Public Vendue, front of the Post
name of
Single and double bladed penknives ;
in
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
on
Monday
rience
and
justly
obtained
an
uhpara
’
leWi
rcallv useless and extravagant, the first thing
Shoe Hammers ; Scissors ; Chest Locks ;
PALMER & MIEEER. lebrity. It immediately removes the id »mber -i
to be .amputated is the newspaper. He will the 21st day of July next, at eleven o clock Table Hinges ; Horse Rasps ; Files ;
They will settle and close any unsettled ac gives a healthy action to the1 vessels ofi ei)£e oj
not drink a bottle of wine the less, nor chew in the forenoon—-all the right, title and in. Latches ; Garden Rakes ; Butts and Screws ;
counts standing on the books of Barnabas skin, audits original colour and smooth
tofoicco, nor divest himselfofa single terest which Benjamin Day, of said Kenne Patent Awls ; Razor Straps ;
Palmer, and respectfully solicit their friends
Numerous recommendations inigW iale ¡s {
unseemly habit J
he s*ts down an^de' bunk has to redeem the homestead farm on Knives and Forks ; Carvers;
.
-and the public generally to favor them with tained of its superior efficacy, but the 1; feficicnt
n onstrates to a certainty that a paper nyithei which he row lives with the buddings t^re-; Plated Sqdaces; Bitterns j Curry Combs ;
cu
_
the
same
being
under
the
encumbrance
their patronage.
feeds nor clothes him, and therefore it is a
prietor chose that a fair trial sbotf |esUpD|:
Paint Brushes ; Tea ;
BARNABAS PALMER.
great tax—and then a note is despatched to ofaMOrTL8EX. WARREN. A Sheriff.
its only commentator. It has in threeoii rotes
Bristol Bricks for cleaning knives ;
J. K. MILLER.
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenty y&eci0VS'
the printer with ‘ Sir. I cannot afford to take
Bottle ink ; Brads ; Glue ; Bonnet Paper ;
Kennebunk,
June
21st,
1828.
Kennebunk, May 31, 1828.
your peper any longer’—oi'—‘Times are
standing, that have resisted the powerolfey0
• Wallets ; Pod Augurs ; Trout Hooks;
hard, moneV is scarce- ergo, you may discon
ery other remedy that could be devised, ferPresi
Common and Cast Steel plane Irons ;
tinue sending my paper’—or with any other
Hhot only at once gives immediatere»ntoft
W« IL Barnabas Palmer, presents his
Cupboard Locks.
excuse that may come uppermost.
Kennebunk, June 14.
______ grateful acknowledgments to his friends and .Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea
HE subscriber wants to purchase a goodI
Now we believe that every one who will
others, many of whom during the fourteen monly called SCALD HEAD) andallsci|sjme co
HORSE, for which a' fair price will
make a fair trial, and observe the influence
years of his residence in this town, have fa eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.jrisutur<
VINEGAR.
be given, if offered
^b^n8.
of reading over his family, will find at the
O^There is nothing of a mercurial wfreasar
him with their uniform patronage—
6^1 HARP Cider Vinegar and ground Mus- vored
end of the year, that he is not a cent the poor
He would inform them that he has taken contained in it, and it may be i
® tard, in small Pots, for Sale by
June 20, 1828.
er for having been a subscriber to a good
Mr. J. K. MILLER, into copartnership fants and others under any circumstaufkctmen
PALMER & MILLER.
newspaper. He will have accumulated more
I’lantati
with him, and it will be their object to merit whatever.
J u ne 14.
real intelligence of the every day concerns of
NEW MME,
Sold Wholesale and Retail by thefolhfcansmi
a continuation of the patronage of his old cus
life and the movement of nations—we take it
FOR HjILE BY
tomers and friends. All persons having un ing agents.
plar.tati
for granted that he has perused every numDavid
Griffith, Portland
efi
settled accounts with him are requested to
juavmuiuuui,
a uiiKinu,; Delano&
. «Wary
■
D. w. LORD & Bit.
herewith avidity—than he would have done
”
’
|<lay of 1
ney,
Boston;
Isaac
Hill
Concord,
L
have the same adjusted as speedily as possi
Kennebunk-port,
June
21,
1828.
in a series of years deprived of the sight
<^NE pair of good second hand Iron bound ble.
-Putnam & Blake, Saco, and JAMmI pen or
.
,
thereof His wife will have picked up fovch
and pay
Ox Wheels.—^-Enquire of
REMICH, Kennebunk.
‘
NEWGOODS.
information relative to the government ofthe
DANIEL WISE.
* ^Liberal discount to country dealen Kollars
children, many useful lessons of household F1HHE subscriber has just received from
Kennehnnk, June 5th, 1828,
______
May, 1828.
eopty Beu
economy, and no small share of instruction
votes f<
Boston^
rjTHAT excellent farm in Shapsuited to her situation. The children will
Shall b<
JL leigh, known by the name of
have acquired a habit of reading, and a de English, IV. E and ^nericim
viz: A
the ROGERS farm, and for sever
GOODS,
cree of intelligence worth the price of the
al years past owned by Nahum
subscription ten times fold. In fact, a good,, which he will dispose of at low prices.
_____
I
County
HE subscribers would inform the pub Morrill, Esq. of Wells, is offered for Sale on THE subscriber having contracted^
virtuous, well conductednewspaper m a fam
He takes paper rags payable in goods at
liberal
ttrms
—
Said
farm
consists
of
upwards
lic that they have entered into copart
ily is the best economist of time and money, cash prices.
ISAAC FURBISH.
the O verseers of the Poor for thetoi
of three hundred acres of good lanft, nearly
nership, under the firm of
and the aptest instructor of the mind.
June 21.
one half of which has been for many years of Wells, for the support of all the Paw ..
Hat. Philanthropic.
GOWEN & TEBBETS,
under cultivation and is very productive, belonging tq said town for the current yet, .,
and that they will transact business at the thirty to forty tons of Hay being usually he therefore hereby forbids all pers®hL.. “
The following humorous anecdote of the
Store lately occupied by John Gowen, cut on it yearly—The buildings consist of a boring or trusting any of said Paupetm
c
buttermilk peddlers, we find in the NewAID to be equal, if not superior to the in Shapleigh, where they intend keeping for large two story dwelling House two large account, (exceptingthose persons withM
York Evening Post.
JO much celebrated Turkey Gil Stones— sale a general assortment of
barns (one nearly new) and other out build he has made special agreements to W4 /■
PALMER & MILLER.
The ears of our citizens are continually sa-. for sale by
ings.—Its situation is uncommonly pleasant, any of said Paupers) as I shall Payn0*f thesat
English,
West
India
Goods
and
June
28.
luted with the most hideous and outlandish
being on the County road and bordering on a the like kind after this date.
JOSIAS LlTTLEFlEIM^la'
GROCERIES.
cries of a parcel of Communipaw negroes,
large pond and commanding an extensive
and all articles usually enquired for—-which prospect on the surrounding country.
who parade the streets with a huge wheel
S- All persons areM
will be sold at the lowest prices for Cash or
barrow and a Dutch churn bawling out
For particulars enquire of
harboring or trusting Martha BuzzelMI. ™
approved credit, Country Produce, and Lum4 white wine,’ as near as one can understand
HENRY CLARK.
AT -WHOLES ALE AND RETAIL.
of Theodore Buzzell, on account of
them. A countryman from- Vermont this
Kennebunk-port, June 1st, 1828
subscriber , as no expenses or bill of hfi’A
The smallest favors gratefully received.
morning was desirous of tasting of this deli
C. J. FOESOM & CO.
JOHN GOWEN.
cious beverage, and stopping one of these
traeting will be paid.
, r
AVE received by the ship Corvo,
fellow's purchased a tin cup full for a penny.
'
IRA TEBBETS.
Wells, Nov. 24, »827. .
from Liverpool, the remainder of their
HAVÊ FOR SALE,
Shapleigh, May J9,1828.
On putting it to his lips be discovered it was
Spring supply of
X R
HDS prime St
sour buttermilk, and, thinking it was a takeHolland do
Bbls." Philadci,
in, dashed the cup and its contents in the
Cognac and American Bra, ’y
negro’s face, and demanded his penny back. which makes their stock very extensive and
GROCERIES.
Aik
Quarter casks Currant Wi e Malaga do.
Coffee assured him that it was no imposition, worthy of the attention of purchasers:.
HE undersigned Commissioners appoint Bbls. New-Orleans Sugar;
d Sta
enfine
Flour
1
0
HHDS.
W.
I.
RUM-;but that it was a merchantable article in thi&
ed by the Judge of Probate for the Kegs Tobacco; Teas ; Rice . Cheese ;
Mank
—AMONG WHICH MAU BE FOUND—
city, and that he had a great number ®f gen-, Locks, Latches, Hinges, Screws, Saws and
county of York, to receive and examine the
«ever
Clear Pork; and many other articles com
15 Blls. Amer-can GIN ;
teel customers. I know it, said the shrewd Files of every size and description; Eng. claims against the estate of
3© ” Genessee FLOUR ;
prising a general assortment of
Vermonter, 1 see them about your streets in Cast and.Sheet Iron Teakettles; Stew Pans,
DUDLEY GILMN,
@ ” Clear PORK;
droves, on four legs, but don’t think to Steelyards, Sad Irons, Ruffle Irons, Brass
of^iapieigh, ill said county, deceased, W. I. Goods §• GROCERIES,
hhds. MOLASSES ; class me with swine. Nothing would satisfy Candlesticksand Lamps ; Tea Trays, Stair late
represented
insolvent,
hereby
give
notice to all of which will be sold at a small profit for
©© casks Cut NAILS ;
the countryman but to give him back his Rods; an extensive assortment of Commode the creditors of said estate, that six months good pay.
8
chests
superior Souchong 1 >7«
<a>
vutiais
penny.
Knobs and other cabinet trimmings, &c. &c. * from the thirteenth day of May, 1828, are al
ALSO—a large assortment of
@0 boxes 7 by 9 and 8 by 10 GLA^r
They have likewise received a variety of lowed them for bringing in their claims and
PAPER HANGINGS.
Just
usr received and for sate
sale by
* fit®
Genuine anecdote during Shay’s Insurrec- American Manufactures, guM as Brass proving their debts ; and that the Commis
GRE ENOUGH, BODIVElLW exact
WANTED,
tion.—When the misled multitude of the Andirons, Looking Glasses, Pocket Books, sioners will attend for the purposes aforesaid
alwaj
May 31.
As gibove, 200 Cords Oak and Maple
county of Worcester, with force of arms, Joiners’ Bench Screws and Bevils; Hammers, at the dwelling-house of John Bodwell, in
at tw
prevented the Court of Sessions for that coun- Hatchets, Glue, Tacks and Brads, all sizes ; said town of Shapleigh, on the second Wed Wood; 20 bushels Mustard Seed; a few
■t
om proceeding on their usual business, Clay Furnaces, Brushes of every description, nesdays of June next and the five following hundred yards Tow & Linnen Cloth Corn;
. Ai
Seed
Beans ;, Butter;
*_____
, ;________
of that county, in reading Training Guns and other articles too numer months, from two to five o’clock in the after Rye ; Oats; Flax
I ’°Gi
and
most,
other
kinds
of
Country
Produce
for
hr the riot act was much ous to particularize.
noon of said days respectively.
. a nut
duty, and exposed to the;
Saco, .May 21.
isewl2w.
JOHN BOD WELL, 7 CommisAon- which the highest market price will be given.
■ oæen
June 7, 1828.
insurgents on this head ;
SAMUEL HEARD, S
era.
was ;
the Sheriff some observaMay 28,1828.
JOHN Gì MA YD; allenti:tl
tions on the ,decency of their conduct, which
FipHE Unitarian Advocate and Liberbrought oiib’s favorite topic, griev1OR0 M the subscriber, John INFORMS his friénds and custom^ oner
.a
al - Preacher, for June, are ready, for
ject dire of them said that
v
JU
Drown, an indented > he has put his Machinery
ance. On
I sú’u
he Che sheriff,) was a grievance, his fees for "WUST received and for sale a general as Subscribers, at
apprentice; all persons are order for carding Wool and dressing )•., ■ that
J
AYES
K.
REMIC
H
’
S
Bookstore.
hanging a man being much too high. Ve ©J? sortment of
^0J’bid harbouring or trusting and is now ready to receive Wool anil
beu
ari à v 9;
ry well?5 rejoins the sheriff, “ if that is all
him on my account, as they die intends to work as cheap for cash L te th
the grievance you have to complain of, you
would avoid the penalty of the dùce as any one in this vicinity; ™oS..k
shall not long wait for redress/for ” continA good assortment of Justice law-in such cases made and provided.
wish can have then’ wool picked ana01
by
BOT3SE
&
TOWNS.
wdhe,“ I will hang you all for nothing.”
DAVID LITTLE.
his Card-room.
Blanks for Sale at this Office.
Kennebunk-Port,.. April 26,
March 14,1828.
J. 7.
Kennebunk, May 23, 1828'..
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Sheriff’s Sale.
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Salt Hhemi.

Copartnership.

Sheriff’s Sale.

Horse Wanted«
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Farm in Shapleigh.

Copartnership Formed. B
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Hindostán Oil Stones.
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